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L JLul NEW MEXICAE"
VOI 48 SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY JUNK 7, 1911
GOVERNOR TAFT SURE EARTH SROOK TAFT IKES MADERO ENTERS GOOD ROADS MANY BUILDING
HEADOW CITY PEAGEJS HERE J MEXICO PUBLIC DENIAL IN TRIUMPH AND ADVERTISING PERMITS ISSUED
With Mrs Mills He Goes to Gradual Withdrawal Armed Loss of Life and Xrrible He Did Not Promise or City of Mexico Never Before Main Topics Before Chamber Council Sees Evidence That
Attend Miss Cunning-
ham's
Forces From Border of ; Damage Just Before Ar-riv- al Curry to Sign State-
hood
Saw Such Enthusiasm as of Commerce at Last Even-
ing's
Many New Houses Are
Wedding Mexico Begins of Madero Resolution Greeted Hero. Meeting Going Up '
CHARGES ARE NOT SUSTAINED MARINES FIRST TO RETURN NATIONAL PHAGE IS DAMAGED MUST HAVE MiSUNCERSTOOQ BUT ARISTOCRACY IS SULLEN POST CURD DAY CIRCULARS AUTOMOBILE LICENSE RAISED
Board of Education Vindicates
Superintendent V. L Griffin
of Clovi.
Former Chief of Police Arrested
For Plot to Assassinate '
Victor.
President Will Not Decide UntilSeventy Soldiers Buried Under
Ruins of Barracks Big
Fissures.
Camps at San Diego and Galves
ton Will Be Broken Up
Very Soon- -
Better Highway to the Rito de
los Frijoles to Be Con
structed.
Aldermen Vote $100 to Assis
De Vargas Pageant On
July 4.
(By Special Leased 'Wire lo New Mexican)
Washington, June 7. As evidence of ;
President Taft's belief that peace has mographs throughout the entire coun-bee- n
practically restored in Mexico try were jarred at an early hour today
with a stable government capable of by tne m0Bt severe earthquake that
ccping with the situation, the with-ha- g Deen recorded in several years,drawal by degrees of the armedVforces ,a to have occurred four
(By Special Leased Tnre to New Mexican)
Mexico City, June 7. Amidst the
wildest enthusiasm, Francisco I. Ma
dero, Jr., today entered the seat of
the government which he overturned.
The demonstration was the greatest
which the capital has shown in a gen
eration. Business was practically sus
pended and the streets through which
the revolutionary leader made his tri-
umphal way were gay with flags, bunt-
ing, and flowers, while from the
throats of tens of thousands came
oars of acclaim.
The nosiy welcome began when the
great crowd at the railway station first
caught sight of Madero as he emerged
from his private car and stepped quick-1- ;'
into a waiting carriage.
"Viva Madero!"
Shouts of "Viva Madero:" swelled
Into a great chorus as the cry was
taken up along the streets leading
from the railway station through the
city.
Bowing and smiling to right and
left, Madero was driven to the Nation-
al Palace and then to the home of his
father, at Berlin and Liverpool streets.
The crowds fell in behind as the car-
riage passed, until a noisy but friendly
procession had formed. Scores of
civilians, societies, political organiza
tions, women in carriages, and soldiers
in parade uniform moved to the quick-
step music of the'milltary bands.
Aristocracy Sullen.
It was a spectacle stirring and un
usual but amid the popular rejoicing
could be detected an undercurrent of
resentment on the part of unreconciled
aristocracy that looked on silently
though not unmoved.
Plots Against Madero's Life.
Rumors ot plots against the life of
the hero of the day were rife, as were
reports that secret arrests had been
made. Antonio' Villacencia, former
chief of police, was taken into custody
last night. Immunity as members of
the house of deputies is said to have
stayed the arm of the law against
others alleged to have been implicated
iu a plot, the discovery of which was
followed by the arrest of W. L. Dunn,
an American at Monterey, and Daniel
de Villiers, a former police head.
These two men are accused of being
at the head of the plotters. Madero's
special irain was preceueu to tun c,tpi-!o- f
Legislation Reaches Him
For Action.
Special to the New Mexican.
X Washington, D. C, June 7. j
A bulletin from the White j
House posted dally in the Sen- - i
X ate and the House press gal- -
X leries says: . "Delegate An- -
X drews of New lexico today
shpwed the president a tele- - J
V gram from New , Mexico busi- - i
nessmen and business organi- -
IS zations: X J
"The president having ex--
pressed willingness to sign the
Flood resolution we think the
people of New Mexico will ai- - X
X preciate it if the resolution can X
be passed through the Senate X
X quickly. The people want state- -
hood at once.: X
"The president Explained, to. X
V Mr. Andrews that he had at no X
time expressed willingness to
X sign the Flood resolution. He X
V will take his stand on acts of X
X Congress pertaining to state- - X
X hood after these acts 3hall X
X have been passed by Congress. X
X . There appears to be a wrong X
X interpretation of the words of X
X the president to X
X Curry somewhere. ; There was X
X a warm colloquy between Un- - X
X derwood and Cannon, Payne, X
X Longworth, and Mondell on the X
X wool tariff reduction. X
XXXXXXXXXX.XXXXXX
Probing the Steel Trust.
Washington, D. C, June 7. Charges
alleged to have been made by Senator
Oliver, of Pennsylvania, that the .Unit-
ed States steel corporation is endeav-
oring to get control of water transpor- -
j tation on the Ohio river through ab-
sorption of the Pittsburg Coal & Coke
Company and the Monongahela River
Company were presented the House
steel trust investigating committee to-
day by Robert C. Hall of Pittsburg.
E. H. Garry, replying. o ouestions by
Chairman Stanley denied that the steel
corporation!! had any such plans in
mind.
Mr. Hall is a former president of
the Pittsburg stock exchange. He
said the steel corporation has a
contract tor coal at a price that
represented a loss to the mining com-
panies. A deal is pending, he said,
for the transfer to the steel corpora-
tion of a large acreage of coal, to be
paid in bonds guaranteed by the steel
corporation. "There is no doubt in
my mind," Mr. Hall declared, "that
the deal means the ultimate shipment
of all coal in our district by rail and
the eradication of water competition."
Senator Oliver agrees with this
view. Judge Gary again today de-
clared that President Roosevelt and
Secretary of State Root not only sanc-
tioned the absorption of the Tennes-
see Coal & Iron Company by the steel
corporation but held it to be necessary
to avert a widespread financial disas-
ter.
Gary declared anew that financial
conditions in 1907 were such that
something had to be done to prevent
the panic. The conference at the
White House was the final step in the
campaign of prevention and he added
that if the administration had declined
to permit the combination of the two
big steel properties he would have op-
posed' it In the steel corporation.
Roosevelt, Constructive Statesman.
Washington, D. C, June 7. Judge
Gary declared that President' Roose-
velt's action in acquiescing in the deal
"was a piece- of real constructive
statesmanship." Gary declared the
steel corporation never wanted a mon
opoly of the iron and steel industry of
the country and had consistenly op-
posed such a combination as the worst
thing that could happen to the corpo-
ration. ?
Knox Before Committee. -
Washington, D. C, June 7. In re-
sponse to an urgent request, Secretary
of State Knox appeared before the
senate finance committee today to ex-
plain further the Canadian reciprocity
agreement. The committee hopes to
be able to take a final vote on the
measure today. . An opinion from Sec-
retary Knox as to the effect of the
Root and other amendments is sought.
The committee met in. executive ses-
sion.. . ;
The committee adjourned until to-
morrow without reaching a decision as
to a report on the Root or other
amendments.
' Secretary of State Knox,-i- t is un
derstood, reiterated the contention of
the administration that .. amendments
to the reciprocity measure would be
fatal to It.
Lorlmer Committee Approved. .
Washington, D. C, June 7. By
unanimous vote; the senate today ap
proved the action of the committee of
privileges and elections in naming a
of eight, to conduct the
new "Lorimer investigation.:': V
The which under the
resolution adopted really becomes a
separate committee, is clothed with
wide authority and will begin its work
immediately. .. ' .
(By Special Leases TTlre to Jlew Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 7. Seis- -
thousand or five thousand miles from
Washington, but In what direction
could not be ascertained.
Seattle Records Earthquake.
Seattle, Wash., June 7- - A violent
earthquake supposed to be in Western- -
Mexico was recorded on the seismo-
graph of the University of Washing-
ton between 3 and 4 O'clock this morn-
ing, the disturbance lasting a half
hour. The sheet recording the east and
west vibrations was shaken off the
drum.
Lawrence, Kas., June 7. A violent
earthquake was recorded by the seia"
mograph at the State, universitvjjere
early today
The university authorities pressed
the opinion that the earthquake was
in western Mexico.
Cables WorkedAll Right.
New York. Nonof the cable and
telegraph compaprtes reported today
any interruption ot service which gen-
erally followln the district where the
earthquakeyfs severest. , The South
American and trans-Atlanti- c cables
were working all rignt.
Seventy Soldiers in Ruins.
Mexico City, Mex. An earthquake
iit 4 o'clock this morning destroyed
several buildings including the artil-
lery quarters where seventy soldiers
were buried in the ruins. The dead
and wounded number between fifty
and seventy ;
Cathedral and Palace Damaged.' '
Mexico City, Mex., June 7. The
ware houses at the central station col
lapsed and an engineer was killed, a
private boarding school building was
wrecked but none of the occupants
was injured. The National Palace
had"or.:iC2'TIs cracked and the
keystone" of one of the arches was dis-
placed. The ancient cathedral or
Santo Domingo was damaged.
American Homes Wrecked,
El Paso, Texas, June 7. A telegram
received here indicates that many of
the fine homes in the American colony
in Mexico City were wrecked. E. N.
Brown, president of the Mexican Na-
tional Railroad, telegraphed: "Several
killed in the Santa Maria district. My
house badly wrecked. All our Ameri-
can friends safe." -
The message came from Mexico
City over the railroad telegraph lines.
Santa Maria is a suburb of Mexico
'
City.
Fissures Opened In Streets.
Mexico City, Mex.,' June 7. The os-
cillations moved from north to south
and opened fissures in the streets.
The adobe houses crumbled but the
dead in these cannot fte numbered at
present.
The shock was most severely felt in
the western part of the city though
buildings in the central part ot tne
capital were rocked. The only foi--
eigner killed wSf a Chinese.
Artillery Quarters Wrecked.
The artillery quarters, wrecked by
earthquake this morning, is a long
low building near the Belem prison
and is used chiefly as a government
arsenal. During the ' recent distur-
bance throughout Mexico large forces
of soldiers had been quartered In this
building. It is an edifice of ancient
construction and design, and during
the Spanish occupation it' wes used as
a storehouse for war material."1 At
times it has been converted into a
fortress and more recently: has been
used as a museum of "irtlllery. ;"jThe Belem prison is in the same lo-
cality and also houses a large number
of people, its criminal inmates reach
lng at times as high as several thou
sand. The earthquake today comes at
the moment that the Mexican capital
was about to receive the revolutionary
victory of Francisco I. Madero, Jr. ' J
Earthquake Was' Local.
Tucson, Ariz., June 7. Today's
earthquake was not felt along the
Southern Pacific down the west coast
of Mexico, nor elsewhere In Sonora
and northern Slnaloa. -- Inquiries sent
out from the Southern "Pacific offices
in this city brought responses that
agents were not aware that an earth-
quake had occurred. - ;...
Much Damage South of Mexico. "
- Laredo, Texas, June 7. Seventy-fiv- e
or more persons are reported to have
lost their lives in the city of Mexico,
as a result of the earthquake early to-
day and. serious damage Is. said to
j have been done south , of the capital,
according 10 messages received on
railroad wires here this , afternoon.
Chaotic conditions are said to prevail
throughout a large section of the re
public. -
SIX THOUSAND GARMENT
T WORKERS ON STRIKE
Cleveland, Ohio, June 7. ix thou
sand union garment workers went on
strike today to enforce a demand for
recognition of the union.
President S. G. Canwrisht was in
the chair at the meeting of the Cham-
ber of Commerce last evening. Secre-
tary Richie reported that as a result
of representations made, a rate of !S
cents per hundred was secured from
the railroads for road making machin-
ery from Wisconsin to Santa Fe, be-
ing the same as the new El Paso rate.
It was reported that the Publicity
Committee had printed 5,000 small!
folders for use at the National Educa-
tional Association at San Francisco
to call attention to the free trip over
the Santa Fe from Lamy. The Pub
licity Committee is also preparing
000 illustrated folders, the size of a
business envelope for use on Postal
Card Day. I B. Prince called atten
tion to the fact that tho Santa Fe is
distributing on its trains small fold
ers boosting Ash Fork; Arizona, and
asked why the same courtesy is not
extended to Santa Fe. It was explain-
ed that the Ash Fork circular was
printed by the passenger department
of the Santa Fe and that the embargo
does not apply to official publications
of the road.
Dr. Edgar I Hewett reported very
favorable rates obtained from the
Denver and Rio Grande railroad for
travel to the Pajarito Park, the rates
being from Santa Fe and Espanola to
Buckman and from Denver and inter
mediate points to Santa Fe, as well as
rates from here to Taos and the Mesa
Verde. Dr. Hewett also spoke of the
necessity of repairing the road to the
Rito de los Frijoles and what steps
had been taken to secure its recon-
struction. The Good Roads Commis
sion has been interested and he will
appear before the Board ot county
Commissioners, today to secure their
it wag stated that the
road by Agua Frla to Buckman, while
a little longer than the road by way
or' the National Cemetery, is much
better for automobile and other travel,
but that sign boards must be placed
to prevent travelers from leaving ths
road and losing themselves. Dr. Hew
ett also dwelt on the necessity of pro-
viding accommodations for visitors to
the Rito de los Frijoles.
The board decided to accept the of
fer of the directors of the New Mexico
i Museum to meet in the assembly room
th(1 nll) PBla.p aa Rnfm R th at,
it. , ,H , chuD .,,.,,,, -- .ln ho
within a month and then to terminate
its present lease by August 1.
NOTORIOUS IKE COX
SHOT FROM AMBUSH.
Durango, Colo., June 7. Ike Cox,
who, a month ago, shot and killed
William Truby, and was out on J10.-0- 0
bond, was shot and fatally wound-
ed by an unidentified' man. The assail-
ant escaped after firing three shots
at Cox. In company with Sheriff Seaz,
Cox reached the city hall on his way
home, when a man stepped from be-
hind a tree, said "Good evening, gen
tlemen,"- - and began shooting. One
shot entered Cox's back and pene-
trated to the abdomen, another struck
him in the neck and a third went wild.
Many pedestrians were on the streets
and Sheriff Seaz was afraid to shoot
for fear of injuring women near Cox's
assailant when the latter started to
run. Cox IS well known in San Juan
county, New Mexico.
growing in influence and extent were
manifested from several quarters to-
day. The loyalty of certain heads of
the federal troops has been brought
into question and as a consequence
wholesale charges in that direction are
expected as soon as Madero gets into
full touch with affairs in Mexico city.
. Messages were sent to Madero to-
day advising him of specific circum-
stances which are alleged to relate to
a plot. As a result, 1300 federal troops
which were to have left Chihuahua for
Lower California to at
once in suppressing the revolution
ists there have been summarily order-
ed not to go. The advices telegraphed
to Madero were that if the federal
troops got to Lower California the
outcome would be doubtful.
Meantime the United 'States has be-
come the hunting ground of Madero's
secret service men who have been
sent to New York, San Antonio, Eagle
Pass, Laredo and other points to trail
and report on the movements of plot-
ters. ',.;
Madero Is Worried.
A confidential advisor , of Madero.
who accompanied him throughout his
campaign, said: . "Madero, despite his
apparent indifference to the plots, is
seriously concerned over, them. The
fact that he had to go tr Mexico City
under an armed guar mortified him.
especially as it showed to' the world
the existence of a greatly to be la-
mented condition in Mexico. '
Jails Will fe Filled.
Madero, however, tk fully determin-
ed to deal relentlessly with plotters
and before the elections in October, it
Is likely that either the jails will be
full or the colonies of exiles In the
United States will have become great-
ly increased."
Governor and Mrs. Mills left this
morning for Las Vegas where they
will attend the wedding this evening
of Miss Cunningham. They will re
turn here tomorrow night.
Notary Appointed.
Governor Mills has apointed Charles
S. Earickson, ot Pecos, San Miguel
county, a notary public.
' For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: E. Pinney, treasurer of
Bernalillo county, $4,131.46; Walter B.
Wagner, of San Juan county, $1,660.18;
Charles V. Safford, bank fees, $25.
Vacancy for Midshipman.
Delegate W. H. Andrews has a var
cancy for midshipman at the Annapo-
lis naval academy to Oil for 1912. All
applicgptas must be received no later
than March 4, i912. Besides the mid-
shipman, thtee alternates are to be
named.
Seeks Admission in Territory.
The Columbian National Life Insur-
ance Company of Boston, Mass., has
applied for admission to transact a
life and accident insurance business
ir the territory of New Mexico.
Board of Education,
The report of the meeting of the
territorial board of education will be
published In the New Mexican tomor-
row. Features of the report are the
decision of the board to adopt an oral
arithmetic, 's by
name; the decision that no credit less
than one half unit will be accepted to
make up a deficinecy and the adoption
of several resolutions " in regard to
the payment of expenses of county su-
perintendents and teachers in attend-
ing the session of the New Mexico Ed-
ucational association which meets
here in .the fall. ,
He is Vindicated.
A feature of the meeting . was the
hearing of charges ' against School
Superintendent V. L. Griffin of Clovia,
Curry county, and the decision of the
board that the charges were not sus-
tained.
.
More Pay for Postmasters.
As a result of the readjustment of
the salaries of second class postmas
ters In New Mexico, based on the re
ceipts of each office for the year end-
ing March 31, 1911, Postmaster E. C.
Burke's salary is increased from $2,500
to $2,600 a year. The salary of the
postmaster at Las Cruces is increased
from $2,000 to $2,200 a year.
Increases At Belen $1300 to $1400;
Eeming $1800 to $2000; Farmington
$1400 to $1500; Lordsburg $1200 to
$1300; Magdalena $1200 to $1300; Me-sill- a
Park $1700 to $1800; Santa Rosa
$1200 to $1300; Silver City $2000 to
$2300; Springer $1100 to $1200;
Vaughn $1300 to $1400.
Decrease Artesla $1900 to $1800;
Cimarron $1300 to $1200; Clovis $2300
to $2200; Clovis $2300 to $2200; Elida
$1400 to $1200; Estancia $1400 to
$1300; Melrose $1500 to $1100; Nara
Visa $1100 to $1000; Texico $1400 to
$1200; Tucumcari $2200 to $2100.
Land Office Report.
' During the month of May there
were 62 original homestead applica-
tions received and 52 allowed; 57 desert
land, 56 allowed; one right of way
received :and one allowed ; three re-
payments received and allowed.; one
.amendment received and allowed; five
leaves of absence received and allow-
ed; 12 homestead proofs received, 11
allowed;' 25 annual desert land proofs
received, 25 allowed; one final desert
land proof received, one allowed; one
small holding claim proof received,
one allowed; two forest lieu selec-
tions received, two allowed; one as-
signment received and allowed; .27
relinquishments received and allowed.
There were recieved during the month
11 entries of all classes and 68 can-
cellations; 1,025 miscellaneous let-
ters were answered, six expiration
notices issued and 27 entries reported
for cancellation. There remained un
closed on May 31, 34 government con-
test cases and 58 private contests; one
government and 13 private contest
cases were
, initialed during the
month; 6 government and 22 private
contest cases were closed In Mav. and
30 government and 52 private contest
cases were pending at the end of
May. -
POLO GAME IS
ONCE MORE POSTPONED.
(By Special Leased Wire to .Mfew Mexican)
New York, June y 7. The second
game of polo, between the English and
American teams for the polo cham-
pionship, which was to have been
played this afternoon at Westbury, L.
I., was postponed until tomorrow at
4:30 p. m. on account of the wet con-
dition of the field.
K v' Postponed to Friday. - i
I New York, June 7. In view of the
continued inclemency of the weather
the international polo game which was
to have been played tomorrow has
been postponed until Friday. The con-
dition of the field makes it practically
impossible to play the game tomorrow.
Every councilman was present at
the meeting of the city council last
night and listened with evident, pleas-
ure to ihe reading of the names of
those Santa Feans who have taken
cut building licenses, which appears
to be something of a novelty. The
long list of names spells progress foi
the city and swelling of the city's
funds for that matter.
The permits were Issued to the fol-
lowing : Juan G. Garcia, Charles C.
Closson, L. B. McCarley, D. A. Wood,
G. B. Popp, A. Reingardt, C. F. McKay.
W. X. Townsend, Jose A. Duran, Andy
Stores, Eugene Fink, L. B. VIckRoy,
R. J. Palen, Leo Hersch, Simon Nus-bau-
Charles E. Linney, Eugenio Or-
tiz, the Rev. A. Bessett and Mrs. C.
W. Dudrow. Some of them are for
brick houses others for garages, but
whatever they are, they mean improve-
ments to Santa Fe which just now is
enjoying a great building boom as any
one can see.
The city clerk stated that the col
lections of license and road fund total
$1071V5(. Other reports were read
including that of the city treasurer
which showed that the city now has
$5,458.75 on band.
Sidewalks.
The council then took up the side
walk ordinance and passed it. The
proposed ordinance In regard to the
regulation of saloons was referred to
the next meeting of the council.
Auto Ordinance.
The automobile ordinance was then
discussed and it was admitted by
couneilmen that its phraseology is ob-
scure. Upon motion of Councilman
Armijo, the mayor and city attorney
and attorney of the automobile exam-
ining .board were instructed to confer
for the purpose of making out an auto
license similar to the hunting licenses,
dating from January 1 to December 31
of each year.
Raised the Fees.
The council decided to raise the It .
.cense fee for running an auto from
$8 per year to $10 per year.
For De Vargas Pageant.
Realizing the splendid advertise-
ment the De Vargas pageant will give
Santa Fe, the council voted to give
$100 toward same in case that sum
were needed.
Bridge Contracts.
Mayor Seligraan reported to the
council that he had signed the bridge
contracts, awarding the building of
the bridge on Palace avenue to Mid-
land Bridge Company of Kansas City,
and the bridge across Don Gaspat
avenue to Campbell Brothers of this
city. Both bridges will be of con-
crete and together will cost about
$2,000.
Widening of Streets.
The street and bridge committee re
ported that satisfactory work is being
done toward the widening of Upper
Palace avenue and the widening and
straightening of Water street, Hillside
avenue, Jefferson street and the con
tinuation of the right of way for the
extension of Delgado street and the
opening of a new street in Ward No. 3.
Chairman Celso Lopes has been very
active and successful in this work ot
street improvement.
Tax Levy.
The matter of the city tax levy was
then discussed and it was stated that
there are evidently sufficient funds to
run the city with even' a reduction, of
the tax levy if no-- further permanent
improvements are undertaken. It such
improvements were undertaken, . it
would be necessary to make a levy
such as was made last year. The
council left it to the mayor to certify-th-
new levy to the county com mis-- .
sioners. -
Steam Roller.
It was with gratification that the
council learned that the steam roller
and road machine ordered some time
ago from the east had been shipped
and at a fairly satisfactory railroad
freight rate. ' .
Lights. ,
There has been some complaint of
city electric lights going out and re-
maining in eclipse for week or more.
This matter was referred to the at-
tention of the street lighting commit-
tee with the recommendation that they
ai once bring the matter to the atten-
tion of the Santa Fe Water and Light
Company.
CAPTAIN E. A. MACKLIN
DEAD AT ALAMOGORDO.
Figured in Brownsville Affair and Was
Shot By Negro Soldier at
Reno, Okla.
Speolnl. to The New Mexican. .
Alamogordo, N. M June 7. Captain
Edgar A. Macklin, U. S. A. retired,
died early this morning of a hemorr-
hage of the lungs. The burial will be
at Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas. His .fath-
er, General J. E. Macklin, V. S. A, of
Los Angeles, Calif.; will attend the
funeral. Captain ' Macklin figured in
the Brownsville, Texas, affair and he
was shot by a negro soldier at Fort
Reno. Oklahoma, never recovering
from the wounds. Captain Macklin has
lived here some months for the bene-
fit of his health.
of the United States from the doors
of Mexico began today.
-- The first order refers to the 200
marines at Guantanamo, Cuba, who
will return to their home stations and
ships. ;'
This will be followed very shortly
by the northward movement of the
soldiers comprising the provisional
brigades at Galveston, Texas, and San
Diego, California. From San Diego
most of the soldiers will go to San
Francisco- - and Monterey. " '
Even the maneuver division at San
Antonio will be split up into several
units and distributed throughout Tex-
as. As a matter of precaution how-
ever, the division will be arranged so
that it can be quickly assembled to
meet any emergency.
The warships which ha,ve rendez-
voused at Guantanamo and' San Diego
since last March will not be withdrawn
at this time, although even that ques-
tion is under consideration.
EE
(IT
Story That He Promised to
v! Support Taft Next Year
Branded as Untrue
STILL OPEN TO CONVICTION
Has Not Made any Statement
or Discussed Matter With ''"
Any One- -
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Springfield, Mass., June 7. Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt said today, with
reference" to a published story that he
would support Taft in the next
presidential campaign: ' "There is no
truth in the report that I have agreed
to support any man for president in
1912. I have neither made any such
statement, or even discussed the mat-
ter."
CAPTIVE, THOUGH WOUNDEO,
ELUDES TWO OFFICERS.
Mysterious Deal for Powder and Dyna-
mite at Madrjd Leads to Official
Investigation.
Special to The "New Mexlm.
Cerrillos, N. M.. June 7. Cerrillos
is excited over the escape of a man
who recently arrived here from Las
Cruces and gave his name as B. T.
Boon. He was a stranger, about 42
years of age, tall, dark complexion,
wearing ordinary miner's clothes and
overalls and acted in a mysterious
manner.
. He went to the near-b- y coal
mining camp of Madrid and offered to
a miner 86 flasks of powder and; 10
boxes of dynamite for $80. The miner
became suspicious, and notified the
deputy sheriff at Madrid, who advised
the miner to close the deal. In the
evening the, (miner met Boon in back
of the old pool hall at Madrid while
the deputy sheriff was in hiding near-
by and overheard v the conversation.
The deal was closed and. the deputy
sheriff notified two special officers' of
the Santa Fe railroad to be at the Or
tiz mine where, the powder and dyna-
mite were to be delivered. Boon and
the miiier also proceeded there. Boon
laid off his gun, upon the wagon when
he and the miner arrived at the mine
and going into one of the workings
proceeded to. dig up the explosives,
when the deputy sheriff and two spe-
ctal officers stepped out to arrest him.
Boon made a dash for the wagon ap
parently to get his gun and the off-
icers fired seven shots at him, one tak-
ing effect in Boon's thigh and the oth
er six going wild of the mark. Boon
was captured and placed in a vacant
shack while the special officers stood
guard tor the night. This morning
it was found that thefr captive had
made his escape through a small win
dow.. The hearing was to have been
before Justice of. the Peace A.; L.
Kendall this forenoon but has been
indefinitely postponed. It Is believed
that Boon jumped a train and made
his way to Albuquerque.
BOY SCOUT8 CAPTURE , ,
TWO HIGHWAYMEN.
Red Fox, Alberta, June Can-
adian government Is putting its Boy
Scouts to practical use, and the boys
are proving themselves efficient, brave
young fellows when the government
gives them a Job to doJ' At this place
the members of the local
,
branch of
the Boy Scout organisation surround-
ed and captured two highwaymen, one
of whom a few hours before had mur-
dered George Bell, chief of police. - '
tal by a score of other trains which
went up the line yesterday to partlci
pate in the festivities.
LaureL Wreath for Madero.
The occupants of these trains, filled
the platforms of the stations where
stops were made, but the general pub-
lic remained outside, held In restraint
by a cordon of police. On alighting
from the car here, Madero was greet-
ed by Senora Aguiles Serdan, one of
the heroines of the rebellion, who
handed him a laurel wreath. Senora
Serdan is the widow of one of the first
ot the revolutionary conspirators to
lose his life. His home in Puebla, in
preparation for the revolt was used
as a storehouse for rifles and ammuni-
tion. The secret was discovered by
the government and Serdan was killed
fh defending bis home. When the hus
band fell, his wife and her two sisters
seized rifles and continued the resist-
ance until they were overpowered. The
women were thrown into Jail, where
they languished for months. With the
triumphs of the Madero party a Ser-
dan society was formed here and Se-
nora Serdan was brought to the capi-
tal to greet the man for whose cause
she and her family had suffered so
much. , -
A brief address of welcome was
made by Dr. Cuthberto Hidalgo, after
which a parade was formed.
The various bodies participating had
been at, the rendezvous since day
break and each had been assigned a
position in the line, into which it fell
at the proper moment.
Banners bearing Madero's likeness
were everywhere mingled with the na-
tional colors and slogans of the revo-
lution. ;'
... ;
Shopkeeper Shutter Windows.
Mexico City, Mex., Jupe 7. Loom-
ing up larger than all others were
banners bearing the single word "Or
der." ,
These were intended to influence
the populace to restrain the more tur--1
bulent impulses. Shopkeepers as a
rule were inclined to be oh the safe
side and generally the windows of
their places shuttered.
From the railway station the pro-
cession moved Into Calles de Puentc
de Alvarador the Avendida de los Hom-bre- s
Ilustres and into the park at the
National Palace and thence back
through the avendida de San Francis-
co, the Avendida Juarez, the Paso de
la Reform, and the Calles de Berlin
to the Madero home.
: Here in the two-stor- y brick house
owned by Madero,' the eider, and dis-
tinguished from its neighbors by a
tower, the conqueror of Porfirio Diaz
rested for the first time since the tri-
umphal entry into Che country was
made at Ciudad Porfirio Diaz, now
newly named Piedras Negras.
Troops Not Loyal.
I Juarez, Mexico, June . indications
tnat tne plots against Madero were
- 1 . VI
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The Little Store Established 1854. Incorporated 1903 1
THE EARTH MOTHER.
By Richard Burton.
The wise old mother lets them play
a while
Even as a child with toys about
the earth,
Ere she shall welcome back, with
sweet, slow smile
The foolish one to whom her throes
gave birth.
plea that It is not necessary.
Mayor's Appointees Turned Down-- By
a strict party vote the city council
of Albuquerque turned down the ap-
pointees of Mayor Elder. The mayor
had named Dr. G. S. McLandress for
city physician; M. E. Hickey for city
attorney; and A. C. Burtless for chief
of the fire department.
Just Try A Ten Cent
Box of 'Cascarets'
Salts, Calomel and Cathartic Pills are
violent they act on the bowels
as pepper acts in the nostrils.
We all need a laxative sometimes.
How often we need it depends entire-
ly on how we live. If we exercise
largely and eat the right food, we
need a laxative only occasionally. But
if we live indoors, and get too little
laxative effect in our food, we may
need to get it quite frequently in some
other way.
Xobody can doubt the need for a
laxative. The only question is: Which
one is the best? And that isn't a
question now. Cascarets are known
i
Tug at his tether as he may, he knows,
veep in ms neart, tnat sne is always
by;
He feels her presence underneath thej
snows, i
And in the rain of autumn hears her
sigh.
j
The thrill of spring, and summer's ,
tilth the same.
In Every Loaf"
IT
Remind him of her breathing breast j whoo, w t Lag ythe sea
maples' At Ve& n Sunday, the temp-flam- eIs her unrest; and where the
j erature went up to 91 degrees accord- -
"The Best I Know
TRY
1 b
Southern Corner Plaza,
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
She goes decked forth in mood of,"15.10 Vpuc a"u .fr . " if
mm
!u:1
I
ic&E
Boy's Blouses
are better blouses than
home sewing can pro-
duceare made by ex-
pert workers under ideal
factory conditions,
.
are
COITect as tO Style and
fit and are guaranteed.
P. O. Box 219
5
Deputy Game Warden Arrested.
Deputy Game Warden G. W. Ford
Iwas arrested five miles east of Taji- -
iiue, i orrance county, on a warrant
sworn out by Mounted Policeman John
W. Collier, being charged with selling
dressed beefwithout being able to
produce the brand or the hide. He was
paced un(Jer ?300 bond
up 10 si uegrees. uwiug to the
humidity." says the Optic, "the heat
was felt more." At Santa Fe thus
far, the temperature has at no time
reached 80 degrees.
Heavy Traffic on Santa Fe.
Next week the movement westward
of tourists will begin over the Santa
Fe. Each dav some three or four spe- -
cial trains and on Tuesday seven spe-- 1
cial trains will pass Lamy westbound.
Two of the excursion trains, one from
Boston and the other from the
south, will remain six hours in Santa
Fe on Tuesday and Wednesday,
Saloonkeeper Disappears.
William Flaherty, a Las Vegas sa--1
loonkeeper, under bond of $500 to pay
a fine of $250 and serve a year's sen--
tence for violating the 'Sunday and
g laws, has faded away
and District Attorney Ward has called
upon his father-in-la- and bondsman
George H. Hunker to pay the 150
bona, Desiaes attacning jrianertys
half interest in the Cabinet saloon.
Albuquerque Public Library.
The Albuquerque Public Library j
now has 7,611 books on its shelves.
Six thousand readers have registered, j
The reading room has on file forty)
Tfiu
JCuat-Pro- of
Agents for Warner's Cor-
sets. Prices $1.00 to $5.00.
We carry all thn newest
Btylefc
Something new in Boys
Blouses and Shirts from
5
Guaranteed to Wear.
Phone No. 36
6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
LOUIS NAPOLEON
Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE 191 BLACK
and five weekly newspapers. Until MV "TTV6 c,oredMasons haveth following officers: T. O.last year the library was open onlyeJctedbutMason worthy master; G. N. Grant,seven and a half hours each day
now is onen from 9 a. m to 9 p. mJ senior warden; T. J. Dunlap, junior
The book circulation last year was!waraen; - Williams, secretary;
gines are not pumping they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand power.
You can have complete information and price
,642. The grounds around the li-
brary have been planted in trees,
grass, vines and flowers. From a fee
oi five cents for tne newest novels,
i . r. r A i 1 11 I ,V!ln '3iJi2.uu nave ueeii uuueuLcu. wuuc
from fines $652.41 have been received.
j
Family Broken Up. J
As the sequel of the killing of a man
named Von pnui of bt. Louis ana an
innocent bystander in the Brown Pal--: Cheney & Co., doing business in the
ace hotel bar at Denver by a man clty of Toiea0 county and State afore-
named Henwood, a high-flye- r in elite gaa and tnat said firm wm pay tne
on an outfit suitable for
to the agent.
FRANK F.
Santa Fe, N. M.
WHOLESALE
society, jonn w. opnuger, ai ouc wire gum 0f qj HUNDRED DOLLARS for
Republican candidate for mayor of!eacn and every case of Catarrh that
Denver, has sued his wife for divorce, cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
CERY
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
your work by applying
GORMLEY,
Phone Black 6619
& RETAIL
Phone Black
45
PIAN05
ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
more than half way in making"
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat-
isfactory business transaction, not on
of doubt and uncertainty.
1900
Lump, nut and
mine run coal
to embody the only laxative which j
acts in a gentle and natural way.'
Castor oil merely greases the bowels, j
Cathartics and salts, actine as penDer i
acts in the nostrils, flush' the bowels K
with fliiirffi TCiit thrwck fluirie niA Hi. i J '
gestive juices, and we will lack them
tomorrow if we waste them today.
Cascarets alone cause the muscles
of the bowels to act the same as some
foods will do. Carry them with you.
Take one when you need it. You will
then enjoy all the good effects of
keeping the bowels clean. They are
sold by all druggists, but never in
bulk. The price' is 10 cents per box.
$1,000 damages at Albuquerque against
Justice of the Peace Candido Chaves
of Precinct No. 3, Sandoval county, al-
leging false arrest. The complaint al- -jgS tnat the palintiff was arrested by
Epifanio Mares, upon the oral instruo--
tion of tn defendant, without any war- -
rant or compiaint having been made
against nlm. that he was turned over
tQ the custody of Augustin Armijo; a
deputy sheriff of Sand0val county, and
iWM he,d witnout bail or about 10
days, and that during that time he was
not informed of the charge on which
he was held. He alleges that during
this time he was not allowed to ' see
his two minor children, and that he
was greatly humiliated by the false im--
prisonment.
Colored Masons Elect Officers At
,JJ - A- - Austin, treasurer; L. Lamer,
senior ueacon; m. Porter, junior aea- -
con; w. L. WPtkms, tyler; A. Jones,
uuaiiiaiu.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas county. ss.
Prank J. Cheney makes oath that' he
is senior Dartner of the firm of P. J.
Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of Decem- -
Der, p 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal) Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-
ally and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
for testimonials free.
. P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-
pation. ,
W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
vour laundrv on Mondavi and Tues- -
Ask Yourselves
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
their orders in that line will surely
reier you to us. We have built up a
reputation for doing high-clas- s work
in a short time and at a very moderate
charge. We are pleased to receive
family trade, and assure you before-
hand of complete satisfaction.
101 Washington Ave"
Julius Muralter
TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues
"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLE8 YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THING8
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE. AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DO NT
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT. 8
QWE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.
Wood-Davi- s Hardware Co.
pleasantry.
The more he strays, the longer bat-
tles grim
With foes or friends, playing man's
shifting role,
The surelier does there slow uprise in
him
The yearning to come back and ease
his Kniil i
To take her hands and look into her!
face j
And kiss her forehead while he ,
hears her say:
"Welcome, my dear, to the old, wont -
ed place, j
Welcome to love and sleep, and
holiday."
--Harper's Magazine.
r ABOUND THE STATE
v.
Sewer System for Las Vegas.
Work on the new sewer system for
Las Vegas began this week by McGov-er- n
& Ryan, the contractors.
Las Vegas Normal.
The enrollment of the Las Vegas
Normal Institute exceeds one hun
dred.
Marriage License Granted.
A marriage license has been granted
at Las Vegas to Tita Lujan de Ro
mero, aged 32, and Francisco Qulntana
aged 42, of Sabinosa.
$oy Dies of Heart Disease.
Alberto, the 12 year old son of Hi- -
pollto Vigol, died yesterday at Las
Vegas of heart disease.,
DeVilliers Out on Bond Daniel De
Villiers, charged with conspiracy to
assassinate Francisco I. Madero, Jr.,
was released on $2,000 bail at El Paso.
' Las Cruces Mail The Las Cruces
post office during May handled 103,- -
182 pieces of mail. Of these 60,000
pieces were first class.
Justice of Peace Resigns.
Santiago D. Sena has resigned as
justice of the peace at Duran, Tor
rance county, and the board of county
commissioners has chosen Venceslao
Romero in his place.
Falls Dead in Saloon.
Charles Murray, 44 years, dropped
dead at Cripple Creek in the Mint sa
loon. Murray is said to have belonged
to a wealthy family of Connecticut
where he studied medicine.
Judgment By Default.
Judgment by default was entered at
Albuquerque against I. H. Cox by the
W. B. Young Supply Company for
$4,279.43 andi the Bank of Commerce
for $2,828.25.
Albuquerque Principal Resigns.
Bon C. Taylor, for six years prin
cipal of the Albuquerque second ward
school has resigned to accept a
of one of the Spokane,
Washington, schools.
Jesuits Exempted From Taxation.
The board of county commissioners
of San Miguel county has exempted
from assessment and taxation the
properties of the Jesuits at Las Ve
gas, under the territorial law ex
empting school and church property.
Cost of Rounding Up Kidnapers.
The board of county commissioners
oi San Miguel county has refused to
pay $700, balance due for the ex.
pense of rounding up the Rogers kid
napers. The rest of the expense was
paid by popular subscription.
Shot Over Size of Fish.
A dispute over the size of a fish
and alleged improper remarks made
to his wife caused James Thomas, said
to be dying with consumption, 37 years
old, to shoot and instantly kill George
Reymer at Denver.
Postmaster's House Destroyed.
The residence of Postmaster Davis
at Clovis, Curry county, has been de-
stroyed by fire. Davis has been in
Texas for a month and Mrs. Davis had
left Saturday morning to Join him.
The loss is several thousand dollars.
No Elks' Sanitarium.
The committee appointed by the Na-
tional Convention of the Elks to look
into the matter of a sanitarium for
the Elks for the treatment of consump-
tives, has decided to report against the
building of such a sanitarium on the.
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It Phone 14
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
4LFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Mrs. springer naa emertainea at at j
Louis both Henwood and Von Phul,
and it is said that while both were un
der the influence of the drinks bought
at tne Dar, iney quarreiea over ner anu
nenwoou uegau siiuuuiig. iiie oiiiiug-- j
crs were married two years ago, he be-- ;
ing a widower at tnat time ana sne
a divorcee. '
Bootlegging Among Indians.
Says the Albuquerque Herald: "The
office of Justice of the Peace George
R. Craig, in the Stern building, was
filled today with Indians and Mexicans
from Isleta, defendants and witnesses1
in bootlegging' cases. William E.
Johnson, chief of the department for
the suppression of the booze traffic
among the Indians is here to prose-
cute the cases. Francis C. Wilson,
special attorney for the Pueblo In- -
WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL Weed
Lump
RATONPhone Black
45 LEO HERSCH Screened YANKECERRILLOS
Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
and Kindling.--
Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
Sawed Wood
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
near A. T. ftH.F. Depot
Telephone 85
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
dians is conducting tne legal side oi dayg and aeiiVr on Thursdays and
the prosecution. ' Among the defend-- 1 prj(ayg
ants before Judge Craig today charg--j AU work 1. yoUr socksed with selling whisky and beer to,are mn(Jed an(J button(J mthe Indians, are Domingo Chequeque, j shirtgEstunio Montoya, Claro Marino, Jose-- 1 "
fita Sanclero and Lupe Jaramillo. It PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
ir not likely the evidence will be com--1 ggfrSS
PIANOS
Chiekering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Lindeman- n Co.
Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-Frenc-
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and manyl!
other makes.
This firm has purchased over sixU
car loads of pianos during the past
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
FOR C A1 p ljEf0Ted aod unimproved City Property, OrchardsUlV JitLL and fancies; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in Ihe Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the, finest orchards on the Tesuqoe at a Bargain.
Modern Residences for
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN- N CO.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO. R M. JONES.
Telephone 85
Rent.
103
Palace Ave.
STABLE
9
Am
pleted before late tonight."
Wants Damages for False Arrest.
Nicanor Sandoval has filed suit for
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. Q ANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
rwo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hours
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 60c.
Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY AT 0. K. BARBER SHOP.
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
Phon Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
LIVERYR. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Fine Rigs, Reliable Hones Siso
Buggies, Sorties, Saddle time.Lumber and all kinds Aof building material T
c&L?liofleYARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEARNEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT,
Phone Red 100 Phone Red 100
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished CHA5. CL0S50N om
Zook's Pharmacy Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
EACH WEEK WE RECEIVE A FRESH ASSORTMENT OF
JOHNSTON CANDIES, INNOVATION SWEETS,
EXTRAORDINARY CHOCOLATES,
TRIADS, SWISS STYLE MILK CHOCOLATES ASSORTED,
THE ONLY BOUSE W TIE CITY IECEIVINC TtEM DilECT FROM JMMJFACTUtEt
Phone
2130 213
m. v
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I divine authority, and therefore it IfACT QUICKLY.
CHURCH
alternating in a half day's work, so
that the work would go on through
the day. From queries In Michigan
and here I find the farmers would be
delighted to have this work done. The
only question would be easily guaran-
teed under Scout organization. Why
not formulate this so that thousands
of boys could have an outing and pay
their way."
Praise Boys Scouts.
Many governors of states through-cu- t
the country have praised the Boy
WOOD'YS HACK LINB
Pom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Lntn Barranca on the arrlfal of
the north bound train and arrival at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
war. Good ceTered hack and good
teams.
' Strmxy T13.1ti g-- dea to Male Fjia
mmxgmx Comfort!;!.
GREATESTOF ALL TONICS
GREATEST OF ALL
BLOOD PURIFIERS
For the run-dow- n state of health. We have only toimportance of pure, rich blood in preserving health to rail zeTdange?of a weakened or
,mpure circulation. The great persoSare rapidly coming to understand the importance of prevemini disease
they know that a poorly nourished system canno r3 germedmicrobes and that a tonic which purifies and enriches th Ed willoften ward off a serious spell of illness later on -
I hat Spring is the most trying season on the health is a fact wellknown to every one It is the time of year when our
required to stand the greatest strain, and unless the system reSi?Sthe proper amount of blood nutriment the health is bound to iK?
FARE HoundTrip $5.00
FOLEY'S KIDNEY REMEDY.
Is particularly recommended for
chronic cases of kidney and bladder
trouble. It tends to regulate and
control the kidney and bladder action
and is healing, strengthening and
bracing. For sale by all druggists.
We Have Built Up
WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and hare erery
modern facility for furnishing the
very beet rough or dressed
. Lumber
of every description. We are thus
'enabled to make the very best prices'
for Lumber of such high grade.
V.'e will be pleased to figure on your
contract!.
Charles W Dudrow
I 3 tAn,C y?U need 8 medicine that has real blood purlIT6 .grca.t mai,y 80 "lied tonics are mere nerve stim- -?fte"Producing instantaneous exhilarating effect, but actineith decided injury on the system. If your system is weak and rundown you can only tone it up by supplying i eaed amoum of! food nutriment, and this can come only through pure, rich bloodAny tonic which does not purify the blood is dangerous, because it leaves!.e impunt.es in the circulation to constantly prey upon the health
?' - ,s ine greatest or ail tonics because it is thetlK "2? medicine n relon to Supply
facts and at the same time thor- -
'.igiily purify the blood. The
e of S. S. S. at this time mav
ive you from a long spell of
illness, ana it win certainly pre-
pare you for the strain of the longlot Summer. Many people have
out off using a tonic until the sys-
tem became so weakened it could
o. resist disease, and have paid
tor the neglect later on with a
pell of fever, malaria, or some
other debilitating sickness. S. S. S.
is Nature's ideal tonic and blood
purifier. It does not contain a
particle of mineral in any form,
nor does it contain any of thedeleterious nerve stimulants that
are used in so many medicines
Delay Has Been Dangerous In Santa
Fe.
Do the right thlLg at the right time
Act quickly In times of danger.
Bachacbe is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kid-
ney ills.
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Locario Lopez, Agua Frla St., Santa
re, N. It. says:
"I have had no severe return attack
of kidney trouble since using Doan-Kidne- y
Pills several years ago. Now
and then I have suffered from back-
ache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive
relief. For a long time I was made
miserable by attacks of kidney com-
plaint and my back was often so lame
and painful that I could scarcely do
anything. I did cot sleep well and no
matter whether I were lying down or
standing up, the trouble was In evi-
dence. The kidney secretions an-
noyed me both day and night by .their
irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment In them. After sev-
eral remedies had failed to help me, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and they
lived up to all the claims made for
them. I never hesitate to say a good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when
opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Burned Out Three Times.
The destruction by flames, of the
residence of Joseph Alley, near San
Jon, Quay county, is the third burning
out which he has experienced re
cently. Shortly before coming to New
Mexico his hotel at Afton, Oklahoma,
was burned to the ground. He lost
besides the hotel, a bakery, a barn
and contents including several head of
livestock. Mrs. Alley In November,
1905, lost by Are a hotel property she
owned at Gate City, Virginia. They
both are in such destitute circumstan-
ces now that neighbors ' contributed
furniture, bedding and supplies to
start them in housekeeping again.
& RISING
lOft PALACEV AVK
and Satisfactorily Done.
P. Williams
I
Santa Fe, N.M
THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch )
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food Best of Beds
Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids . $15 a Week ,
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Glorieta Write Pecos
called tonics. S. S. S. tones up the stomach and digestion, rids one ofthe tired, worn-o- ut feeling, improves the appetite and digestion, and in
everyday contributes to the upbuilding and strengthening of' theentire system. S. S. S. is absolutely safe for persons oFunyVe and
alt who are m need of a tonic will find this medicine exactly suited totheir needs. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA 3a,
MINES AND MININGLMULLIGAN
OUT dUtV ATWl fthOllld 1)P nilr jlnlfrrV. .
aid them by every means In our powerin guiding and controlling the destiny
of our glorious republic."
MERIT BADGES READY
FOR BOY SCOUTS.
Leaders of Organization Have Ar-
ranged Fifty-fiv- e Activities in
Which Rewards Are Offered.
Announcement was made today by
the leaders of the Boy Scouts' of
America that merit badges in fifty-fiv- e
various activities in the organization
will be awarded to boys who have
qualified as first class scouts. While
it is practically impossible for any
scout to engage in all the different
activities to such an extent as to qual
ify for all the badges, yet the different
lines of work and play have been de
vised with the aim of apiiealing to the
tastes and inclinations of as many
boys as possible. The leaders of the
movement do not expect that a boy
will qualify for more than ten or
perhaps twenty-on- e of the badges, but
they have arranged the activities so
that a boy having acquired proficiency
in one line of play or educational work
will be stimulated to make progress
lalong other lines, gaining helpful
knowledge and training.
Before a boy can qualify for any of
the merit badges, he must have passed
the tests for tenderfoot, second and
first class scouts. A star scout badge
will be given to a first class scout
after he has qualified for ten merit
badges. A boy who wins twenty-on- e
imrit badges wins the wolf scout
badge, and then is entitled to wear a
wolf's head in silver which makes him
an all around scout
Among the various activities for
which merit badges are awarded are
Icooking in camp, horsemanship,
marksmanship, astronomy, forestry,
aviation, electricity, engineering and
art. The various outdoor sports in-
clude pioneering, signalling, pathfind-ing- ,
camping, angling, and photo
graphing. Then, there are merit
badges for poultry farming, taxidermy,
agriculture, dairying and bee farming.
A boy who has a mechanical turn of
mind may win badges for skill in the
construction of machinery and in
plumbing. The chap who is of an
artistic turn of mind may win badges
for skill in drafting, sculpturing or
painting.
It Is not intended that the boy
should exhibit a great amount of skill
in any different line of play or study.
The leaders of the movement wish
simply that the boy acquire a rudi-
mentary knowledge in whatever activ-
ity he takes tip. Details of the re
quirements for these different badges
are set forth in the new manual of
the Boy Scouts of America which has
just come from the press.
For Boys of All Religious.
Many queries have been received by
the leaders of the Boy Scouts as to
religious training of the boys. In
answer to those equestions the fol-
lowing official statement has been is-
sued by the organization:
The Boy Scouts of America main
tain that no boy can grow into the
best kind of citizenship without recog-
nizing his obligation to God. The
first part of the Boy Scout's oath or
pledge Is, therefore, (I promise on my
honor to do my best to honor God
and my country). The recognition of
God as the ruling and leading power
in the universe, and the grateful ac
knowledgement of His favors and
blessings is necessary to the best type
ot citizenship and is a wholesome
thing in the education of the growing
boy. No matter what the boy may
be Catholic, or Protestant or Jew,
this fundamental need of good citizen-
ship should be kept before him. The
Boy Scouts of America, therefore,
recognize the religious element in the
training of a boy, but is absolutely
n in its attitude towards
that religious training. Its policy is
that the organization or Institution
with which the Boy Scouts is connec-
ted shall give definite attention to his
religious life. If he be a Catholic
Boy Scout, the Catholic church of
which he is a member is the best
channel for his training. If he be a
Hebrew boy, then the Synagogue will
train him in the faith of his fathers.
If he be a Protestant, no matter to
what denomination of Protestants he
may belong, the church of which he
is an adherent or a member should
be the proper organization to give
him an education in the things that
pertain to his allegiance to God. The
Boy Scouts of America then, while
recognizing the fact that the boy
should be taught the things that per-
tain to religion, insists upon the boy's
religious life being stimulated and
fostered by the institution with which
he is connected. Of course, it is a
fundamental principle of the Boy
Scouts of America to insist on clean,
capable leadership in its Scout Mas-
ters, and the influence of the leaders
on the Boy Scouts should be of a dis-
tinctly helpful character."
Combine Work and Play.
Professor Clark W, Hetherjngton
who is interested in the Playground
movement and a member of the Na-
tional Council of the Boy Scouts of
America, has suggested a plan by
which poor boys may get outings in
the country, engage in Boy Scout ac-
tivities, and at the same time make
more than enough money to pay their
expenses. In trips tnrougn tne west
and the central West, he has found
that the farmers cannot get enough
hands to help in picking fruit. He
suggests that boys in their trips Into
the country spend part of the day
helping farmers pick the fruit crops,
and in that way get all the food that
they need for their camping.
Writing from California, Professor
Hetherington says: "The discussion
concerning the labor to pick the fruit
has become serious. Why not meet
this situation and help the boys under
Scout organization to have an outing.
There are in all of our cities In con-
gested districts thousands ot boys who
cannot have an outing unless under
charitable auspices. These boys could
be organized, taken to the country on
a long outing and make the undertak-
ing support itself by having the work
a half day and carrying on their Scout
activities for half a day, . They could
be organised Into two groups, each
STATE AGREE
They Move in Paralell Lines
Declares Cardinal Gibbons
in Jubilee Speech
HEAVY DUTIES OF PRESIDENT
Too Few Are Grateful to Chief
Executive of Land for His
Anxious Cares.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Baltimore, Md., June 6 Cardinal
Gibbons delivered an address today
on the occasion of the civic celebra-ti- o
nin honor of the 50th anniversary
of his ordination to the priesthood
and the 25th anniversary of his ele
vation to the Cardlnalate. He said:
"I am filled with emotions of grati-
tude by this extraordinary manifesta
tion on the part of my fellow citizens,
without distinction of race or religion
or condition of life, and I am over
whelmed with confusion by the un
merited encomiums which have been
pronounced by the President of the
United States, the the
Chief Justice of the United States.
the former President, the Speaker of
the House of Representatives, the
Governor of Maryland and the Mayor
of Baltimore.
Gentlemen, you have portrayed
your subject, not, I fear, as he is, but
as he should be. But your portrait
Is so attractive that It shall be my
endeavor to resemble it more and
more every day of the few years that
remain to me. One merit only I can
truly claim, and that is, an ardent love
for my native country and her politi-
cal institutions. Ever since I enter-
ed the Sacred Ministry, my aim has
been to make those over whom I ex
erted my influence, not only more up-
right Christians, but also more loyal
citizens. For, the most faithful
Christian makes the best citizen.
"I consider the Republic of the
United States, one of the most prec-
ious heirlooms ever bestowed on man-
kind down the ages, and that It is the
duty, and should be the delight of
every citizen to strengthen and per-
petuate our government by the obser-
vance of its laws, and by the integrity
of his private life; 'Righteousness,'
says the Book of Proverbs, 'exalteth
a nation, but sin is a reproach to the
people.'
"If our government is destined to
be enduring, It must rest on the eter-
nal principles of justice, truth and
Righteousness, and these principles
must have for their sanction the rec-
ognition of a Supreme Being who
created all things by His power, who
governs them by His wisdom, and
whose superintending providence
watches over the affairs of nations
and of men.
"When the framers of our immortal
Constitution were In session, Benja-
min Franklin complained to his col-
leagues of the small progress they
had made after several weeks' of
deliberation. He used these memor-
able words: 'We have spent many
days in fruitless discussion. We have
been groping in the dark because we
have not sought liglt from the Father
cf Light to illuminate our leadership.
I have lived,' he continued 'for many
years and the longer I live, the more
convincing proof I have that God
governs the affairs of men. And if
a sparrow cannot fall to the ground
without His notice, is It probable that
an empire can rise without His aid
and cooperation? We are told in the
same Sacred Writings, that 'unless the
Lord build the house, he laboreth in
in vain who buildeth it.'"
"Thank God the words of Franklin
did not fall on barren soil. They
nave Dome fruit. Our government
from its dawn to the present time has
been guided by Christian ideals. It
has recognized the existence of a
superintending Providence. This is
evident from the fact that our Presi
dents, from the first to theIast, have
almost Invariably invoked the aid of
our Heavenly Father in their lnaugu
ral proclamations. Both Houses of
Congress are opened with prayer. The
Christian Sabbath is recognized and
observed throughout the land. The
President of the United States issues
an annual proclamation inviting his
fellow citizens to assemble In their
respective houses of worship and
thank the Almighty for the blessings
vouchsafed to us as a nation. .
"It is true, indeed, that there is no
official union of Church and State in
this country. But we do ' not Infer
J from this that there is any antagonism
cetween tne civil ana religious author
ities. Far from It, the Church and
State move on parallel lines. They
mutually assist one another. The
state holds over the spiritual rulers
the aegis of its protection without in
terfering with the sacred and Godglv-e- n
right of conscience. v And the
Church, on her part, helps to enforce
the civil laws by moral and religious
sanctions.
"I fear that we do not fully realize
and are not duly grateful for the anx-
ious cares by which our Chief Magi-
strate and the heads of the coordinate
branches of the government are preoc-
cupied in the discharge of their-officia- l
duties. And those cares are the
price which is paid for onr domestic
peace and comfort, and the tranquility
of the commonwealth. When the
traveler in mid-ocea- n is buffeted by
the waves, he feels a sense of secu-
rity because he knows that' the cap-
tain and his officers are at the post
of duty. So do we securely rest on
our pillows because we are conscious
that our Great Captain and His asso-
ciates in office are diligently steering
the Ship of State. i; .r
"It is the duty of us all, churchmen
and laymen, to hold up the hands of
our President as Aaron and Hur stay-
ed the hands of Moses.
"Let us remember that - our chief
executive and all subordinate magis-
trates are the accredited scents and
ministers of God and are clothed with
FUNERAL DIRECTORS!
Scout movement because by actual
tests, they have found that the boys,
guided by the principles of the new
organization, are becoming more man-
ly. As a result of the excellent work
which the Boy Scouts did in Bangor,
Me., at the time of the fire. Governor
Plaisted spoke enthusiastically about
them. He said: "I was delighted with
the courtesy of the Boy Scouts at
Bangor. It was one of them who
halted Mayor Mullen and me when we
were looking over the devastated dis-
trict, and he did it in a most busi
ness-lik- e manner. Mayor Mullen ex-
plained that it was all right to permit
our party to pass. The boy looked
doubtful, and I feel sure that we
would not have passed had he not
known the mayor. Any movement
that fosters such a sense of duty is
a marvelous thing. An organization
which directs useful energy along use
ful and everlasting lines Is doing a
gieat work.
Governor O. A. Eberhart of Minn-
esota, who is an officer in the Boy
Scouts of America,, has this to say
concerning the organization: "The
Boy Scout movement is a most im-
portant one for character building,
practical education and prevention of
crime among boys in modern times. '
Governor A. .1. Pothier of Rhode
Island, is very much interested in the
I
Boy Scout work and recently his wife
presented flags to the Boy Scout
troops of Rhode Island. Governor
Vessey, of South Dakota, has taken
an active part in the organization of
Boy Scout troops in the state.
Governor Mills of New Mexico is a
member of the governing board at San-
ta Fe.
Boy Scouts Eager to Learn.
Many Scout Masters throughout the
country are placing much importance
in the training of the boys in first
aid. The boys, in fact, like the work
and take pride in feeling that they are
prepared in the case of emergencies
to help either strangers or those dear
to them. Clarence R. Craig, Scout
Master of Phoenix, Ariz., gives much
time each week to first aid work. He
has prepared a list of ten questions
regarding first aid, and he makes it
a point to quiz tne boys unexpectedly
as to what they would do in certain
emergencies. For Instance, he makes
it a point to turn quickly to a Scout
and ask: "What would you do for
fainting? What would you do '.f
you were with a companion on a des
ert on foot three miles from a doctor.
and his thigh should be broken?" An-
other question is: "Describe the bones
of the skull." Again he is likely to
ask suddenly: "What is the difference
between bleeding from an artery and
a vein?"
Peace Society Approve.
The New York Peace Society re
gards favorably the growth of the Boy
Scouts of America. Such attitude is
important in view of the criticisms of
the Boy Scout movement as military.
Wm. H. Short, Executive Secretary of
the New York Peace Society, in his
annual report writes: "The society.
without declaring Itself either for or
against the Boy Scout movement in
America, has come Into close and,
friendly relations with the leaders of ,
the National organization which has atal!( y.nnt i thu ftv Wp are
glad to be able to report the excellent;"
spirit in which suggestions looking to
the elimination of some features be-
lieved to be objectionable have been
received."
What a Mother Says.
Mrs. Bernice Babcock, of Indian
apolis, Ind., author of many hooks and
deeply interested In' "clean politics" is
doing everything within her power to
spread the Influence ot the Boy
Scouts. She writes: "I have a son
who is a Scout. Nothing he has ever
had to do with has brought more man
hood to the surface in so short a time in
the sort of manhood that combines
gentleness with strength in a deter-
mination to follow a clear vision."
Writing still further about the Boy-Sco-
work, she says: "I am not for
peace at any price. It is cowardice
not to fight when justice is an issue
on a moral question. But I am for a
trace ODDOsed to wars of conquest. 1
note some lively opposition to the Boy I
Scout movement from Socialists
of Its military features. I have
not seen or heard of anything warlike
In his training to this time."
Chief Justice on Sunday Observance
Chief Justice W. H. Pope, according
to a dispatch from Roswell, has disap
proved of Sunday baseball in his dis-
trict. He called the managers of the
Roswell team before him and said: "I V.
know you to be law abiding citizens.
It is against the laws of New Mexico
to play baseball as public amusement is
on Sunday, If you play the game-- I
will Issue warrants for your arrest
and you will be brought into this
court." '
FOLEY'S
HONEY-T- AR
FOR ALL COUGHS AKO COLDS
For bronchitis, hoarseness and
tickling in the throat. Especially
recommended for children and
delicate persons. No opiates. A
medicine, not a narcotic. The
Bee Hive on the carton is the
mark of the genuine. Refuse
substitutes.
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee, Wis.,
says Foley's Honey and Tar Is still
more than the hest. He writes us,
"All those that bought It think it s
the best for coughs and colds they
ever had and I think it Is still more
than the best. Our baby had a bad
cold and it cured him in ene day.
Please accept thanks." Sold by all J el
druggists. te
"KSST. 130 RED
Picture Framing Tastefully
IRA
Successor to B.
LOV
FEELS BETTER IN EVERY WAY
S. S. S. is a gooi medicine. I keepit in the house all the while. It is an
excellent tonic to give strength to the
system and tone to ail the physical
members. It gives appetite and
energy and makes one feel better in
every way. I have found it also an
excellent blood purifier. For monthsI was tronhled with an itrliino-
eruption on the face, and tried many
specialists and many remedies lo Kct
a cure, butS. S. S. is the only medicinethat seemed tn l ..,
of this eruption. 1 think a great deal
ol your medicine believing it to be
the best blood purifier and tonic known
to the world torlav.
MRS. FRANK HORXER.
lo.)0 East Seventh .St.. Canton, O,
the Geological Survey and the Bureau
of the Census.
According to Mr. Burchard, recent
tests have indicated that magnesian
limes are generally best suited to
structural work and high-calciu-
limes to chemical purposes, but for
certain uses the reverse of this rule
is true, and for many applications In
each branch of industry either type
of lime is equally well suited. The
chemical uses of lime are much more
varied than the uses of lime in build-
ing. Lime is used for soil renovation
or sweetening, for insecticides and
fungicides, for egg preservation, for
water and sewer purification, as a dis-
infectant and deodorizer, for bleach
ing, in the manufacturing of numerous
chemicals, in gas manufacture, in the
milling industry, in paint and varnish
manufacture, and in the paper, smelt
ing, beet-suga- r, tanning, and many
other industries.
It is not known what amount of lime
is used for agricultural purposes, but
Mr. Burchard notes that many of the
producers reporting to the survey are
farmers who do not operate on a com-
mercial scale but merely burn a kiln
or two of lime occasionally for their
own use. In some sections lime is
known to be very extensively used
as a soil sweetener, and most of the
state agricultural experiment stations
have published bulletins discussing its
effect on farm crops.
Gooch, Miss Lucy Ortiz, Miss Mary
Smith, Mrs. John V. Conway, Mrs.
Fannie Murray, all of Santa Fe.
The following telegraphic greetings
from other institutes have been re-
ceived:
Socorro, N. M., June 5, 1911.
J V. Conway, County School Superin-
tendent, Santa Fe, N. M.: Socorro
County Teachers in Institute acknowl-
edge greetings with hanks and Join
hands with those of Santa Fe for pro-
gress. J. A. TORRES.
Silver City, N. M., June C.
J. V. Conway, Santa Fe N. M.:
We return your greeting one hun-
dred seventy-fiv- e strong.
C. M. LIGHT.
Silver City, N. M., June 6-- 1911.
J. V. Conway, Superintendent, Santa
Fe, New Mexico: Summer schools
return greetings one hundred and seven-
ty-five strong. ,
E. L. ENLOE,
Secretary Normal School.
WILD RIDE DID NOT
SAVE HUSBAND'S LIFE.
Pittsburg, Pa., June 7. Without
stopping to auu a single garment to
her night gown or put a saddle on the
horse, Mrs. John Baumgartner, 60--
year-ol-d wife of a farmer in Indiana
township, roused by her ' husband's
moans at 4 o'clock this morning, gal-
loped bareback ten miles to get a doc-
tor, and then raced back home again.
Her husband died of heart dilation
just as she got back to his tide. ' Af-
ter her wild ride and husband's death,
Mrs. Baumgartner collapsed and her-
self needed the doctor when he ar-
rived. It is feared she may die.
I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or nifht
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
endavorto give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
our patronage. : : ::
"
::
lAT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST,
Growth in Lime Industry.
The manufacture of lime in the Unit-
ed States ia a large, important and
rapidly growing industry. Few min
eral products have so wide a variety
of uses as lime. A little more than
half the lime manufactured In the
United States is used as a structural
-- ,..., " -
to more than 1,230,000 tons, valued
about $a,250,000, is used for chem.c.
purposes. The principal uses which
has in bl,ildinS operations are In
Mine iiiuiiaiO) vvuvicic, aim oJ ponni
plasters, and as a whitewash. Both
quick and hydrated lime are used in
building operations.
Lime Is burned in nearly all the
states and territories, Pennsylvania
leading in 1909 with a value of more
than $2,500,000. The total production
for 1909 was 3,472,852 short tons, val-
ued at $13,805,405, the highest in the
history of the Industry and an Increase
over the figures for 190S of nearly 25
per cent. The average price per ton
1909 was $3.98. In addition to these
figures, lime to the value of $78,403
was produced In 1909 from burning
oyster shells. These and other sta-
tistics of lime production, and notes
on the manufacture of hydrated lime,
by Ernest P. Burchard, of the United
States Geological Survey, are given in
separate chanter of "Mineral Re
sources" for 1909, the compilation be
ing the result of between
NORMAL INSTITUTE IS
PROGRESSING NICELY.
Fifty Teachers Are Now Enrolled and
Each Day's Session Seems to Be
More Interesting.
County School Superintendent John
Conway Is a very busy man these
days. He is in attendance at each
session of the Normal Institute which
growing in attendance and interest
daily. Thus far fifty teachers have en-
rolled as follows:
Miss Josephine M. Pettine, Las Ve-
gas; Miss Theresa Pettine, Las Ve-
gas; Miss Maud Palmer, Cerrillos;
Miss Annie Mae Flowers, Moriarty:
Miss Natlvidad Martinez, Cbimayo;
Santiago J. Martinez, Miguel C. Jara-mill-
Victorlano Cruz, Chimayo; Six-t-
Garcia, Glorieta; Ramon Gonzales,
San Ildefonso; Jose Villanueva, Stan-
ley; Miss Margaret Cunningham, Miss
Hazel Sanford, Miss Flossie Sanford.
Miss Joan Ballantyne, Mrs. May Cald-
well, Miss Louise Dockwiller, Miss
Ruth L. Bacon, Miss Alice Wright,
Miss Josephine Cunningham, Miss
Felicitas Kaune, Miss Elvira Williams,
Miss Julia De Aguero, Miss Enriqueta
De Aguero, Miss Nicolas Sena, Miss'
Frances Martinez, Miss Anita Silva
Miss Antonia Silva, Miss Tiburcita
Gonzales, Jose Lujan, Miss Lena Ala-ri-
Miss Ambrosita Rodriguez, Miss
Josephine Alarid, Miss Louise Alarid,
Miss Eustacia Tapia, Miss Carlota
Armijo, Miss Elolsa Martinez, Miss
Ruby Roibal, Mrs. Eleanor Almeida,
Joe D. Silva, Jose Ortiz y. Baca, Manu- -
N. Montoya, Candido Ortiz, Clemen- -
Ortiz, J. I Smith, Charles - H.
Phone 149 Red
New Mexico; Military
Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War De-- ,
partment as "Distinguished Institu-
tion." Army officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, prepar-
ing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location ' of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
colleges. Teh buildings, ' throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
fa all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
. J. P. WHITE,' Treasurer.
W M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. PINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated ca-
talogues address
' COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
'
x, Superintendent
j X
LA
9AGE FOUR THE SAJSTA IE SVW MEXIC'Air, SAJTTA tE, B. so. WEDNESDAY, JUKE 7, 1911.
SANTA IE NEW MEXICAN R. J. PALEN, tosttnl
l. a. nuariES, rkeJmWeft,
J. B. READ, Cashier,
F. McKane, Asststait Castier.
than run the risk of being heavily
taxed for the sake of carrying out
Shepherd's plans for the
improvement of the city.
He was gradually making Wash-
ington the best-pave- d city in the
THEODORE N. ESPE'HARRY D. M0ULT0NTHE NEW "1LXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER ' FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President and Superintendent.
JOHN K. STAoFFER, Secretary-Treasure- THE MQU LTON-ESP- E COMPANYf country. Instead of being derided as
Entered as Second Clasi Matter at the Santa Fe Fostofflce.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
GENERAL AGENTS.
Life Insurance,
Burglary Insurance,
Drily, six months, by mail $3.50
Weekly, six months 1.00
Weekly, rer year 2.00
Week'y, per quarter .. .50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier.....
Dally, per month, by carrier...
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail
.25
.75
'.65
7.00
a city of magnificent distances its'
handsome streets were spoken of with
admiration and its numerous small
breathing spaces, circles, etc., were
envied by less fortunate municipali-
ties. Presently, it began to be re-
garded by wealthy people as a desir-
able place to live in, and the prop-
erty holders who had held on tasted
the joys that Mow from the enhance-
ment of the value of real estate.
For a while Shepherd continued to
Fire Insurance
Surety Bonds, (
Plate Glass Insurance,
Casualty Insurance,
Liability Insurance, Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit -
$150,000
80.000vOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY. Disability Insurance.
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper !a New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and, growing circulation
'amonv. the intelligent and progressive people, of the Southwest.
be well hated but when, after leaving
the city, he returned for a visit,'' he Fraternal Societies!was given a memoriable reception false and unfounded charges .againstefficient Republican officials should be
left entirely to the Democratic side of
the house.
and now a monument of him stands
in front of the District of Columbia
Building on Pennsylvania avenue. MASONIC.Montezuma Lodge
Np. 1, A. F. & A. M.
But the story still proves that the
average taxpayer in his
will abuse the official who seeks winr
Tr9c fjjMral lk btwfaiess ta H Its branches.Loans raoaey M the to favorable terms on all kinds of
personal aatf caflateral aecartty. Buys and sells "bonds and;
stocks In all markets, for Its customers. Buys and sells domes- -
tic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to cH parts of the civilized world oa as liberal terms ss
are given by any money traasmiting agency public or private.
Interest allowed oa time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, oa six month' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons ia th ifwvig line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound basking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent.' The patronage of tne pnbUc Is
respectfully solicited. ;
to benefit him by making his city more
I&egular communi-
cation first Monday
of each month al
Masonic Hall at
beautiful and more healthy.
7.30.
H. H. DORMAN,
:. Master
CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.
A HISTORY WORTH WHILE.
There has been an insistent and per-
sistent demand for a history of New
Mexico that is written from the stand MMMpoint of today in the light of all thehistorical material available. Such a
work finally has come from the press
Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R.' A. M. Regular
GOOD FOR THE DUKE CITY.
The City Council of Albuquerque
has unanimously decided to clean out
the Red Light District. It has re-
sponded to the demand of clean, pu-
blic sentiment and the New Mexican
believes will find effective means to
stamp out the nefarious traffic. It
is true, that there are bound to be
lapses. There are laws against
stealing, for instance, and the law
Is well enforced, yet, thefts occur
daily. But in the whole there is less
stealing than there would be if ;nere
weren no effort to enforce the ln.v
and similarly there will be a cleaner,
more attractive, more healthful Albu-
querque if a real effort is made u
Btamp out the X oi that has
the city's name a stench among those
who still 'believe that moral conducti
is possible , to alt men and women.
Says , the' Albuquerque Journal, ' re-
viewing 'tfie meeting of the City
and is the production of Hon. B. M.
ten dollars each. Much money has
been spent in advertising the meeting
and" the cause for which it is held.
At Forth Worth, thousands of dollars
are being spent for barbecued meat
and entertainment of other kinds. Del-
egations from various parts of the
state have arrived at Fort Worth ac-
companied by brass bands galore.
Money is being freely spent. At
every turn it means money. Who is
paying the bills?
"No such showing was ever made at
any Democratic state convention, the
very height of all that is holy and
great for Democratic politicians.
County delegations do not carry brass
bands, seldom even when they are
from the home town of a guberna-
torial candidates; the town where the
convention is held never,, squanders
thousands of dollars banqueting the
delegates! the managers do not spend
thousands of dollars flooding the pa-
pers with free telegrams about the
Catherine no. the papers have to
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic ' Hall at
Read. It is more extended in scope,
more scholarly in execution, more
thorough in research than the average 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER.state history and for New Mexico es
tablishes a new authority that will V H. P.
be considered final up to this time. ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.The New Mexican has reviewed this
work at length before this and takes Santa Fe Commander)
especial pride in' its beautiful typo No; T, ; Regular
cohclaVe .fourth Mon
The Rallce Hotel
v:-:-
- :r. WilllaifT VdtfgKh, Prop. -
OneE of the Best Hotels in the West
"
' rh : ";.-- v.
T ROOMS IN BTTITB T&ITH PRIVATE BATH
Cuisine and
.
'' Large Sample
graphy and the strength of its illus-
trations, having been printed in its MOTHER HEN WAS RESIGNED fe?. aay in eacu mourn ai- -office. With pleasure it reprints the Masonlc Hall at 7:30
Archdeacon W. E. Warren of St. Her Only: Son "Entered" Ministry
John's Episcopal church asked that gen their own representatiyes there
the ordinance regarding the question t0 COver the meeting, and 'the papers
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E C,While Other Children Could Only
, Be
"Lay',' Members.
following criticism of. L.
Bradford Prince, president of the New
Mexico Historical Society and himself
the author of a history of New Mexi-
co, that at the time of its publication
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.,be read. This was done by Uty At--; pay the tolls on the telegrams. Table Service , at .; Room for Com."W7here is all the- money coming A motherly hen hatched out thir-j- jtorney Collins. Mr. Warren then pro UnexcelledSanta - Fe . Ixdge.,;ot mercial Travelerswas the standard history of this comceeded to put the City Attorney from to start off this campaign?
'Certainly, if the leading state pollthrough r little bit of cross question
teen chicks, only one being a rooster.
Him she named Henry. She tried to
bring them up right and gave them SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO WASHINGTON AVENUE
Perfection No. 1, v l4th
degree. Ancient and Ac--,
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
monwealth and is even at this day
much sought by libraries, scholars and
the literati:
Santa Fe, N.M., June 3, 1911.
Hon. Benjamin M Read,
My Dear Sir I have been reading
with much interest your "Historia
I'.ustrada de Nuevo Mexico," and wish
tc congratulate you very heartily on
that monumental work. I use the word
at 7: 30 , o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
much good advice.
, "Now, children," she many times
warned them, "when the preacher
comes around, you watch out and run
and hide, or you may lose your pre-
cious lives. It is always dangerous
when he stays for dinner."
They heeded her warning for a
ing: "Are not these laws, laws tnat. ticians who are lending their names to
the council is bound by oath to obey?" n are putting up their money, a new
They most certainly were. "Is there era 0f liberality has dawned in Texas
sufficient' evidence against these pontics and they are doing more in
places to convict?" The city attorney the interest of keeping liquor in Tex-wa-s
of the opinion there was. as than they have ever done in the
"What is the relation of the council interest even of their favorite candi-t- o
those ordinances? Do they not (jates tor governor at any past state
take an oath to enforce those ordi- - convention."
nances T Is the body superior to the
laws? What is the oath of the city mining CAMPS AND POSTAL
The answer was the same NGS BANKS.
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cor 124126Montezuma Ave. Two Blocks From DepotOne Block West ot CapitolCapital Hoteldially Invited to attend.
"monumental" advisedly, because time, but finally: Henry became care
S. SPITZ, 31 ,
Venerable Master,
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
less, lost his head and was eaten.through coming generations this Im-
portant volume will stand as a monu The old mother grieved for awhile
but at last became resigned.ment to your ability, industry, fair
TELEPHONE 88 BLACK
HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR ATTRACTIVE DINING
EUROPEAN PLAN ROOM-Go- od Service.
COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mr. L, C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
"Perhaps It, is just as well." sheness and good judgment.
mused "that Henry should enter theTaken altogether, it forms the first
ministry, because the rest of my flockcomplete history of the territory that
can never be anything but lay memhas been published containing many
as that of the council under the di- - Tt seems that the postal savings
rection of the council. bank meets a long felt want in min- -
"Well, then," said the reverend gen- - ng camps. Miners generally earn
tleman, "does not the city council g00(i wages, they are often free spend-violat- e
its oath when it does not en-- ers DUt the element that is especially
force those ordinances? It most cer-- gerVed in the mining camps is the
tainly does. Why should the mem- - foreigners who were accustomed to the
bers of the council consider them- - postai banks in their 'own' country, or
Belves superior to law. Those laws mstrusting other banks, deposit their
were put on the book with the pri- - savings in the post office.
bers, anyway." Norman E. Mack'snatters of interest which were not
available when previous authors wrote National Monthly.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
its regular session on
the second and .fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth-
ers are invited and
welcome.
CARL A. L. BISHOP.
, Exaltd Ruler.
on the subject. It is only recently,
The Serviceable Coat. .that many of the documents from
which you have drawn valuable infor Angry Customer Jacobs, this coat
you sold this morning was so tight
that when I stooped over it ripped up
mation, were accessible, and the enermary purpose oi Deing enioceu, aim The gervice wa3 inaugUrataed on
that Is what the council is here for. ,, , ,Q11 nnstnfflpo in each gy with which you have pursued every J. D. SENA,the back!There Is the law. Obey it. It is the gtate and territory being selected; the Secretary,authentic source of historic material, in
Europe as well as America, Is worthy Jacobs Vat for, you vant to stoop-- only square ana maniy way to uy. system is being extended to other
of all praise. 'Rev. H. P. Williams said in reierr- - dtieg as raplflly ag practicablei and It
..... ..
"over?
Angry Customer To pick up a ten
. ing to tne gentleman wno sam uo
represented the business men of this
is expected that in time practically
every money-orde- r post office will be dollar bill I saw lying on the pave
I consider the acquisition of the
speech made by Don Pedro Bautista
Pino, while representing New Mexico ment.
jfM0NTEZIIMA HOTELSRECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Booms en suite with private bath an I phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
CHEERFUL DINING THOS. DORAN RATES $2.50 TO
city, in this matter "I am tenacious in designated as a savings-depositor- y of-t-belief that he is mistaken. I March 48 de Jacobs (triumphantly) Veil, if der
coat vouldn't rip you couldn't pick upflee. Up to 31, 1911,
in the Congreso de las Espanas, No-
vember 20, 1812, as a specially brilhave talked with many of the prom! pository offices had been established; der money!liant achievement; and the originalnent business men of the town and . th . A . thi t t A three Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. holdsmanuscripts possessed by Manuel Althey are unanimous against keeping miniAg towns Lcadvi!le, Anaconda,
this cesspool longer in the midst of an(J Gobe( holding the record both varez shed new light on the era of its regular session at 8 p. m. MeetingsAmerican Occupation.tne city. Let me ten you, mere is . t t t , amount of deposits and
A Great Athlete.
"Bob" Davis, who is editor of Mun-sey'- s
Magazine and the author of
plays, not to mention his knowl
ROOM. FINE CUISINE $3.00 A DAYProprietor.or the average balance per depositor.successful segregation of vice any-
where in the United States." Here he
The insertion of the entire Report
oi Fray Benavides, the "Relacion" of
Padre Frejes, and other documents ofGlobe, Ariz.,
had the highest average
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
GEO. W. PRICHARD
President
C. J. NEIS,
Secretary. '
went into statistics of the disease oaance per' depositor, $87.15, with a
rare historic importance, in the Aptotal deposit of 15,339. Leadville, with
pendix, adds greatly to the value of
the work.
edge of birds of passage, is the pos-
sessor of a fine sense of humor and a
power of expression that is frequent-
ly picturesque. Speaking, of a man
who had achieved some distinction as
a killjoy, Davis' said:
"That fellow is a great athlete. He
can throw a wet blanket two hundred
yards in any gathering."
Coronado RestaurantIf I may particularize the charao
promoted Dy me vice auu ui mo
amount of money it kept from the
legitimate channels of trade.
Louis T. Deck, chairman of the com-
mittee of the Good Citizens' League,
which had presented the petition for
the abolition of the redlight at the
a population of 7,508, acording to the
last census, had the largest amount
on deposit, $34,679, and an average
balance of $81.22 per depositor.
In contrast with this it may be not
teristlc which especially distinguishes
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
Brotherhood of
this important history, it is the abso
ed that Rutherford, N. J., a tows of lute regard for truth and the courage
in expressing it, which are very no Short Orders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.last meeting ot the city council said . 0). reocle) had on dep0sit only $1,-h-
represented 300 good men of Al- - . - average of $17.68 per de
American Yeomen
Meets Second
- Famished rooms ia connection. Hof& Cold Baths. Electric Lightsand Fourth Thurs
days,. Delgado's 222 San Francisco Street ' :: G. LITE HERRERA. Proo.
buquerque, who were in the fight to vostor Cohoes, N. Y., a city of 24
stay and would not be turned from fl0O( had on depoglt only lj040 0r an
their course until their fight was won. average of $17 per depositor. ThsHe made an eloquent argument aveiage balance per depositor whs
against the social evil and painted in mlircrmly Wgn in the offices establish-blackes- thue the picture of young d jn 2,)njng centers.' Some of tha.e
Hall. H. Foreman,
ticeable features. All the value of a
history comes from its perfect hon-
esty; and no one can read your "His-
toria" without being struck by the ex-
treme care you have given to accuracy,
and your fearlessness in stating facts
even when, they overthrow cherished
ideas and traditions.
I have no doubt that you will re
C. G. Richie,,, Cor.
Sec.; Mrs. - palsy
, Farmer. : j .men ruined physically, morany anu may be of Interest; the average bal- -
77-;- . ... , .mentany Dy us corrupting mnueuce. ance of Allaconda, Mont., was $73.57,
He called upon the members of the Carson Cityj rcev., $67.63; Pittsburg: Santa Fe Camp Tdeptwoe ftoi 35 aod13514, N. W. A. SOFT DRINKS your orders dettrefed.meets second Tues
day each month, so
ceive the hearty thanks of all good
New Mexicans for this Labor of Love
to which you have devoted so much
time and ability, thanks which are
certainly most justly duet
Very truly, yours, ...... ..
L. BRADFORD" PRINCE,
President New Mexico Historical
cial meeting third
Busybodles.
"I never saw such a rubberneck!''
sneered Mrs. Gabble. "Just because
the doctor stopped at our house yes-
terday she wanted to know what the
matter was."
VYes," replied Mrs. Naybor; "I won-
der how she'd like the rest of us to
be that curious about her. Tou know
the doctor stopped at her bouse today,
too." ,
"You don't say? I wonder what'
the matter there?" Catholic Stand-wr-
and Times. '
A Minor Loss.
It is related by the Rev. F. C. Malan
that he once had occasion to discharge
a gardener for dishonesty. The man
made an unsuccessful attempt to vin
dlcate his character, and falling in
this, said, mournfully to the vicar-- .
"Ah, sir, you will miss me before I be
gone half an hour." "I shan't mind
that," answered Mr. Malan cheerfully;
"if I don't miss anything else." Ar-
gonaut
Tuesday at Elks' Ife feSowiij ttfr tsoested to tie thirsty as seoethiof cool mi imCsg i
Hall. Vlsting neigh Allien iic wnsncDsviEMAN enni iww iw -bors welcome. '
city council to remember tneir own Ka(V j56l09. Johnson City. Tenn.,
families, their sons, and daughters, $57 83. rjuBois, Penn., $38.40; Oroville
who might be ruined by this form of Cal j55.83. coeur dAlene, Idaho,
crime. "How many of you men ?5g65. Deadwood, S. D., $44.19. The
would want to find one of your beauti- - average balance per depositor for allful daughters in one of these houses offlCB wag $46.89j from which It will
within four years?" he asked. . be 8een that the mining towns have,
as a whole, appreciated the establish- -
WHO PAYS THE BILL? ment 0f postal-saving- s systems more
The El Paso Herald asks innocent- - thin tne jndustrial centers,
ly: "Who pays the bill?"
- The New Mexican knows that here CITY BUILDERS.
!n Santa Fe the poor man pays the There are a few people' in Santa
bill every time he planks down - a Fe who d0 not appreciate the" work
nickel for a glass of beer or a drink of Dermanent improvement that Is
AG. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. Ai RISING, Clerk. RCJEEi, KLONDIKE f1ZZ JC0CT COLL j :: x W i
Pi- Genuine AztecSprWg Mineral Water;
The New Mexican Printing
After all the praise that has been
bestowed upon the Mormons for
turning the desert of Utah into a
garden, the statement of the Census
Bureau that the value of farms in
MAMa Mdefroa SANU FE BOTTUHfi W6U$ GS3Y 13,fiteied water .; ' : , rfriettr.pan? has prepared .cJvB and ttlmliialdockets especially for the use of Jus- -
aces oi the peace. They are especial'Utah is only about the same as those
of New Mexico, --.came as a surprise.ot whiskey; it knows that the poor belng done by the present city ad- - ly ruled,
with printed headings, , la
either Spanish or English, 'made j of
good record paper, strongly and qvr- -
wives who take in wasmng ana ine mistraticm. Fortunately. ' they are The improved acreage in Utah is
slightly less than that of New Mexpoor daughters who turn from the ln the ,ninority for the majority of
paths of virtue pay the bill; that the citizens is willing to give due credit ably bound, with, leather,
back- - andico and the acreage in the farms con-
siderably below that of New Mexico.
While New Mexico has more than
boys pay the bill with their mannooa, t mavol alderman and city officials covers and canvas sides, hall fallindex In front and. the fees ct justiceithat the businessmen pay the bill, for ioT wnat they are accomplishing for ot the peace and constables printed35,000 farms, Utah has only 21,426 In full on the Orst page. The pagesand the percentage of increase is
": Unchanged1 by Locality.
"What's the trouble between Throg-gin- s
and his beautiful bride?"
"Haven't you beard? She's suing
him for divorce on the ground ot In-
compatibility."
"Sorry to hear that She's a peach-erin- o,
though, all right"
,
"A peach & Reno? O, I suppose;
she'd be a peach anywhere."
only one-four- to one-thir- d as great are 10 inches. These books art
made up in civD and criminal docket.
separate of 33 pages each, or with
Wells Faro & Co. Express
'. General Express Forwarders
TO
All Parts of The World '
S1VP ' MflflPV Bd la60avenleiice by Purchasing Walls1HUUJ Par ownestlc Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money- - Orders
the past ten years in Utah as in this
commonwealth. This Territory Is
certainly forging ahead in more than
one respect.
both civil and criminal bound ln one
book, 80 pases civil and S20 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices - ,
Civil or Criminal W"lThe hoard of education of Albuquer-que has ordered an expert to audit the
books of the board's officers. This is
merely in line with the demand for
Combined Civil and Crinrinn .... 4.00
For 45 cents additional tor a single
docket, or 55 cents additional torgreater scrutiny and publicity of public
their ledgers show scores or aeDiors a better, cleaner and more beautiful
who have money for booze but no ganta Fe. It will be remembered
money for the groceries or the dry that one of the most abused men in
goods; it knows that the community tne National Capital was Alexan-pay-s
the bill and not only with dollars der R Shepherd, who was president
. and cents, for that is little In com-- ot tjje Washington City council In
parison, but with broken hearts, 186i when he was 25 years of age,
blasted lives, lost souls. Possibly, it 6nd conceived the ambition to make
is different in El Paso and possibly Washington the most splendid capital
some one will find a better answer to iR tne WOrld. He had begun life as
the El Paso Herald's query, voiced bs- - a carpenter but the love of the beautl-iow- :
, ful dwelt in his soul. ,.. .
.,
"A great gathering of Texas Demo- - j n;b.e timid and conservative property
crate is being held in Fort Worth to-- owners did not like his - plans tor
day. It is starting off the campaiga civic betterment; those who kept
against prohibition in Texas; it is the outhouses and manure heaps in their
first heavy firing in the battle to de-- back yards denounced him as a cpr- -
tide whether Texas shall be 'we'.' cr rupt boss; the people, for who$fs ben-dry.- "
The weight of the meeting is gt be was working, were among the
?eing carried by eminently repec- - foremost to attack him. s
. table Democratic leaders; they com- - The chief objection urged was that
Drise the committees, the list cf most of the proposed work was
and the men who sit on the mature, and that the taxpayer could
stage. And behind it all who? . not stand the burden, and there was
'Many thoayfinds of dollars hava much suspicion cast on the motives
Paycble. li e fofl5ia tad a Fqreipicombination docket, they
will be sent
by mall or, prepaid express. Cash la
full must accompany ,v order. ... State
plainly whether English or Spanish
iaroHMOi
.
M vuuuuuj muuw ttuBinei
fiscal affairs. Unfortunately, ' there
is no territorial law providing for the
auditing by the Traveling Auditor of
municipal accoums but in UD-t- o dite
Combing Him Down a Bit.
"I'd ask you to marry me In a min-
ute, Griselda, if it wasn't for my finan-
cial affairs. You see, I'm In pretty bad
shape .and" ':. :v,.':v,:,-"f- : '"'' v
"Yes, I know your shape Isn't very
good, Stephen; it never has been. . But
what were you going to say about' your
financial affairs?" ,j. "..'.
A certain barefoot dancer, v
We've recently been told,
j Baa been upon the stage for yews
And never caught cold.
High Animal Life.
communities that auditing is done any-
way and the greatest publicity is pro
printed heading is wanted. ,
:--.
- 1. 1
TO AND FROM ROSYVEtSp
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
J. D. BARNES Agnt
vided for by city councils and boards
Connections made with Automobileof education. The people have a rightto know, and even those who do not line at Vaughn for RosweTL dally,care to know should he Informed. T.Automobile leaves Vaughn for. Roe-we-ll
at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Roe--A Boston school teacher had beenThe Taos Valley News in Its latest
issue scores unmercifully those who
explaining to her class about the three
kingdoms of nature the animal, thebeen spent in (be interest of this cne f0r making some of the changes, the well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leavesRoswell for Vaughn at 6 p. mv Therally. For weens, forces of clerks charge being freely made that they bring unfounded charges against pub mineral and the vegetable. When she fare between Santa F and Torrancelic officials, those who pick up stories had finished, she said to the class: . FIR5T CLAS5 HACK SERVICE
fw hire at peaular ariose luggles and aadeie horses.
la 86.80 and between Torrsnoe . and
Roswell no. Reserve seals oa auto"Now who can tell me what thehighest degree of animal lite Is?"
they hear on the streets and out of
them formulate tales of official wrong
doing. The article is caustic but who
and stenographers have been m;itN-jwer- e for the purpose of promoting
tained at Fort Worth and Houston reai estate speculations,
'literature' has flooded the mail of pri- -' The truth of the matter was that
vate individuals and newspapers; tele-- the noisiest antagonists of Shepherd
; grama sent paid in advt free have were men who, if they had their
been wired to the newspapers daily way, would have allowed Washington
and nightly, some at cost of five and to remain a mud hole forever rather
mobile by wire. J. W, 0'ookard CCIllCK'S HACK LINE : THE0D0IE CORtlCK, Jta.At that a little girl (n a rear row of
can, say that it is not timely? New: seats raised her hand an drepUed: ; thene .Wak 1S2. i 1Mexico has about outgrown the afflda-- 1 "The blahest decree Of animal Ufa la It you want anything on earth-Tr- r
.a Nw Mexican vant ad. u. ' ;t .' r 'vh age ana tne industry oi making the giraffe." Metroppjjtan.
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE, N. It PAGE FIVEWEDNESDAY, JUNE 7.. 1911.
MTuiNiYy 'lPut Up a Good FrontPERSONAL MENTION was for a number of years with thej si:gar factory. Later he went to the'irrigation company and has remainedJjiii this work ever siw-e- being still sec-
retary of the Pecos Irrigation Co. He
of also looks after the lands of the Beet
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
... CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking .Business
I. Hepp, a hardware salesman
Denver, fs at the Palace. Sugar Company. .Mr. Christian has ai- - RESOLVfJD '
T YOU 5HOULP FURNISH jC. X. Kinney, a Denver traveling j wayS taken active part in the develop
Maline and Chiffon in all
pretty colors, as also a
fine line of lace for trim-
mings on Hats and Dres-
ses ::::::: R BODY AND HAKE ITto live: in You owe
s To Your self And To
man, is at the Palace hotel. ment of the country. He is today an
Miss True is here from her Pajarito ' authority on lands and values in the
ranch in the Espanola valley. peC0s valley. He is well informed on
C. F. Spader, a merchant of Berna-- j j, rigation matters from his long ex- -
lillo. is here on business matters. ptrience. He is alo well posted on
G. E. Thomas, who sells fire depart- - j insurance and well qualilied to take
ment supplies, is here from Denver. cnarge of tne leading insurance office
Your Patronage Solicited
Your FRIENDS-Yo- u KNOWWmMMISS A. MUGLER'South-Eas- t Corner PlazaTheodore W. Dobbs of fnoenix,
.is al., of the tenitnrv U WELL THE VALUE OF
GOOD FRONTArizona, is a sightseer registered at; A K0Vernment surveying nartv inV B. LAUGH LIN, president H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,W. E. GRIf FIN, Asst. Cashier the Coronado hotel. : charge of Arthur 1). Kidder has iusi r - -
Henry W. Pope of Xew York City,'ipft hprp for ,hft tn e .,ni,i!r..Jn ki,i i, ,ara J Otl UNt Ouster.is'heVe on' legal Business. He is reg- - nart of unsurveyed district in the lw rhnirimm smith f thp npntc nw.v.j .. n t !. ,y.,. If f ' I (! siXi8Wfct'the Palace hotel; 'rr .,prn- nnrf of Kddv mumr ! mitt ni mh ant ,
.!,Henry Essinger the well known Tne hoard of couutv commisiiioneri catinn should have Wn hPre from
salesman formerly a resident Of Santa mets todav,; to examine the assess-- : New Mexico before this. If we are
Fe, is at the Montezuma'hotel.j.;.. .PLANTS, .Fruit in Season. WeddingCut Flowers Ora M. Crupp and Rebekah Harris,1 of Carthage, Mo., are sightseers regisSpecialty Funeral Deelgne.
Out of town order given easeful attention. An extra charge of 25c
for packing on orders under $3.00.
i ment for this year. The entire boars '; not, admitted now a coalition to defeat
is present, Major Bujac the chairman us will be formed and may be success-havin-
returned from the maneuvers ful. Many lawyers and certainly many
at San Diego last week. members of the house and senate do
The Woodmen of the World held not agree with the opinion of Attor-memori-
services at the Baptist
'
ney General Clancy of New Mexico
church yesterday, morning. that we can afford to risk losing imme- -
The water will be cut out of the big ' diate statehood in the hope that we
canals for a tew days this week to can come in automatically under the
make some slight repairs. The farm- - j enabling act." x
tered at the Montezuma hotel.
C. L. Pollard; merchant and lumber
man of Espanola, and formerly post-
master there, is at the Montezuma,
hotel. '
Lee R. Malone and Miss Eleanor Ma- -
I THE CLARENDON GARDEN R V B0YLE- -
Phone Black 12. Santa Fe. New Mexico. j
ers are all caught un and a few days
without water will not inconvenience DRY farming a
FACTOR IN NEW MEXICO.
7-O.-A1 Mr
xne encouraging success or me co--
any one. ' j
Mrs. L. E. Foster, children, and her
sister Miss RenaP. Waltz left Satur-
day for a visit with their parents in
Los Angeles, Cal.f''
A. B. FALL WANTS
HELP IN WASHINGTON.
lone of Mesilla Park, arrived here yes-
terday afternoon. They made the trip
lu an auto.
P. F. Knight, formerly with the U.
8. Bank and Trust Company in this
city, and member of the Santa Fe
Board-o- f Education,-an- now with the
First National Bank at El Paso, Tex-
as, is In Santa Fe for a few days on a
vacation trip to southern California.
Charles C. Catron and Millet S.
CJancy, young men from Santa Fe, ar--
rived in Mr. Catron's Lozier auto Sat-- '
urday for a short visit with Roswell
friends. The car is driven by Wm. j
Hesch, an. expert ..chauffeur. Theyi
oierative demonstration work in the
dry farming districts along the Santa
Fe lines in New Mexico by Professor Dress and soft Negligee shirts, the proper capers, atj. jj. iinsiey, agricultural uemonsira- -
For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Health Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe,
one and one-ha- lf miles from depot
Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
housekeeping and ready for occupancy. t
s; I WILLIAMSON RANCH,
I
. '.i - i .j..': L , Glorieta, N. M.
tor for the Santa Fe is plainly shown
in a most interesting and complete bul-- .
Statehood letin just issued by the Santa Fe agrl- - jDeclares That it Must Be 50c to $2.00
Corliss-Coo- n soft and linen collars; ties correct in shape
and color. B. V. D., Porosknit and other underwear at
right prices. Hosiery so tasty that you will roll your
Now or Indefinite Postponement cultural department. This is Bulletin '
if Not Eventual Defeat. No. 1, and the first of the series to be
Issued detailing the progress of dry
farming and other matters of interest
'leave? today tomorrow on the return
tr p. Mr.
.uiancy IB a iiu graouaie 01 Washington n r . tnn 7 That
the Mliitary'Ttfstifiite ajid has numer-- th farmera- -Pregident Taff, while naturally not en-,'t- 0 The bulletin contains a general deotis friends in Roswell.Roswell Daily thusiastic, will-sig- n the house resolu
trousers up. All this goes to help put on that GOOD
FRONT" ..
"J
The Leaders in Price Making. - See our special counter for week end sates
tion admitting New Mexico' and 'Ari-
zona rather than ,keep'ltout''tlie' two
new states by "his veto Is positively
known in Washington as if the presi-
dent, had published such a statement
' ' ' "Record.
F. C. Wilson, U. S. attorney for th
Pueblo Indians, has returned from Al-
buquerque where he attended to legal
matters and took a prominent part in
the bootlegging cases brought up
through the efforts of "Pussyfoot" W.
E. Johnson, special agent of the bu
over his signature. The Washington 1
scription of all the dry farming dis-
tricts along the Santa Fe lines in New
Mexico; the soil and climatic condi-
tions, the crops shown to be most suc-
cessful methods, which get the best
results and other phases of the prop-
osition. It is doubly interesting in
view of the recent dry farming census
compiled in New Mexico by Professor
Tinsley showing that dry farming has
gone forward with tremendous strides
in the past few years.
The bulletin is illustrated with
views of dry farming crops and all
INSURANCE
Boiler)
Real Estate
(City Property-Ranch- es etc. Renting)
; Surety Bonds
Evening Star today says that the pres-
ident "is not highly pleased with the
bill as it passed the house owing to
the opportunity it gives to the people
of Arizona to ratify their proposed re-
call of the judiciary but he is not dis-
posed to stop the admission of the two
territories by a veto of the bill now
reau of Indian affairs.
Attorney A. B. Renehen has return-
ed from Las Vegas and Albuquerque,
where he attended to legal business. '
Postmaster E. C. Burke will leave
this evening for Raton to study "pos-
tal banking methods," in view of the
fact that! Santa Fe is to have a postal
savings bank.
Assistant Territorial Secretary Ed
Are You a Coffee Critic?the way through is a most convincing
proof that dry farming has come to
stay and has taken its place as a per-
manent factor in the agricultural pros-
perity of New Mexico.
WE SELL CHASE AND SANBORN'SIF SO WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU I
before congress. George Curry saw
the president personally today and en-
dorses the newspaper statement.
"There is no doubt in my mind,"
said Judge A. B. Fall of New Mexico,
to the New Mexican correspondent
today, "from the "president's state;
ments to me and from other sources
of information, that he will sign the
resolution. I think rumors to the con-
trary are circulated by influences de-
siring delay and certainly without the
I ' O. C. WATSON & CO.
I Offices 119 San Francisco St. Santa Fe, New Mexico
SPENDS HONEYMOON
WITHOUT BRIDEGROOM. Teas and Coffees
win F. Coard has gone to Pasadena,
Calif., in response to a telegram stat-
ing that his wife is quite ill. Mr.
Coard will likely be gone ten days.
Mrs. Anita Chapman has gone to Al-
buquerque on business connected with
the territorial oil inspector's office.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Merle J. Pettis, who is employed in g These goods are used in all the Harvey Hotels, the Frisco
System, and most of the large hotels in the country. If it
Platteville, Colo., June 7. A honey-
moon without the bridegroom is a
novelty but that is just exactly what
Mrs. William Perdieu of this city is
enjoying:. Until yesterday she was
Miss Pearl Hoffman, pretty and popu-
lar. Perdieu beard that she intended
the local land office, has been called President's knowledge,
to his home in Missouri by a telegram' The absence from here and apparent
stating that his mother is seriously ill., indifference of prominent men of New
PAYS THEM to use this line It certainly will PAY YOU
mexico, particularly 01 Kepuoucans,
leaving only Captain Curry and my-
self here to stand the Democratic
MAYOR C. H. M'LENATHEN
RETIRES FROM BUSINESS.
visiting relatives In Oregon and finally
persuaded her to he married .before
ihe went west. She was accompanied(abuse 'and insidious'-attack- s .here
WE HAVE FRESH CONSIGNMENTS EVERY TEN DAYS
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
greatly handicaps al. efforts. The Re- -Consistent Booster of by her sister, Ethel, and will not reHe Has Been
turn before September. Perdieu will
X
X
Carlsbad Since Its Very Inception
as a Town. remain at home and look after the
PROTECT YOUR EYES!
At this season of the year the glare is unusually severe on the eyes,
as is the dust. Of course, we know that a mere inflammation of the
eyes la not trachoma, a certain doctor of the Indian service not-
withstanding. But we must reduce the amount of light that pours
in through the windows and for that purpose we have some very de-
sirable SILK GAUGE 50 INCH WIDE GREEN CURTAINS. Seeing
them is liking them. We' also hare some calsomin and paints suited
to decorate the home, inside and outside. Call on us and we will
show you our furniture, too.
AKERS-WAGN- ER FURNITURE CO,
EXPERT EMBALMERS & --
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Xcrops on his farm.
Carlsbad, N. M., June 5. C. H.
announces that he sold a
The Pathway to the
urup: More
3 Merry Musical Nights 3
ELKS' THEATRE
STARTING
Monday June 12
Russell & Gross
AND
THE MATINEE GIRL
half interest in his large insurance
business to Henry F. Christian and '
that the firm hereafter will be known
as Christian & Co.. This is the oldest
business in Carlsbad, having been con-
tinuous from the spring of 1889, when
Mr. McLenathen hung out his little
blue sign,- the first one in town.
Bqth. men are well known. Both
have. taken .active part in making
Carlsbad and the Project- A beautt- -
ful city in the desert and a prosperous I
farming community bear witness to j
their efforts. There was little here
9TT9I ''- - II
Ourjaiurday Special Sales
Will enable you TO BUY AT HOME And save money
Lace Curtains Bed Spreads
Table Linens
For Saturday June 3
Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.
the Shoe thateresDovsi n
ured llie Country!mum CrSpt when Mr. McLenathen arrived. Butbe put his shoulder to the wheel with
a grim determination to do his share
to accomplish something. These years
Is most frequently
trodden by those
whose scientific
knowledge of medi-
cinal chemicals is
slight. The Drug-
gists themselves are
largely dependent
upon the manufac-
turer for the quality
of chemicals dis-
pensed. For that
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.
he has done much. Then are few
Here's the shoe you have been reading so much about
in the magazines the "Boy Scout" the shoe that has
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a
sudden tremendous detxand as the1great,"Boy Scout','
Shoe now in town and ready for your inspection.
things' here that he has not helped to
get nnder way. He was a charter mem
ber of Pecos Water Users' Association.
of which he was the first secretary andWonders for Lively Boys
fire the "classiest" shoes ever"Eoy Scouts"
Company
The Big Sonjc Show
The Dresden Doll Chorus
All The Song Hits of 1911
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
Billie Byrne
' Phenomenal Baritone
The Biggest and Best of the Season.
' REDUCED PRICES
i-- 25c 50c 75c
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store
Saturday Morning.
COMMENCEMENT!
Nothing Can be More Appropriate.
Designs of Sterling Sliver Picture Frames Colognes
made for rough and tumble wear. They outwear
I
$
iC7tl
Jtwo or three pairs or ordinary snoes. jnsi i&oticket for baseball, running, jumping r Beautiful
-- Sandwichany outdoor sport. Every ooy who oassuen them is crazy for a pair. ,il SO lW.Bon'-i!10tBK-2.- OO
Trays Lockets Chains Silver Deposit Wire, w
I can give you ideas.
TRY ME
later served one term as president
For several years he was- - the presi-
dent of the National bank of Carlsbad.
Though a rock-ribbe- d Republican in
a dyeaVJn-tbetfwo- Democratic" com-
munity, he has several times been
honored by election to office .and is
at present mayor. The past year Mr.
McLenathen has found is necessary
to reduce his work, as he is not in the
best of health. .
Mr. Christian came here in 1895 and
&j0 Olive, Tan Butt Bros. Co.
it San FranciscoStreetM'H. C. YONTZ,The "Always Reliable"DRUGGISTS
The soles are made from Elk Sole . your stockings and hurt your feet
feather tBe toughest and best Sole: f fBoy Scouts'.' are the coolest and
shoes you. could buy.moss, ueaiimui Phone 161-- Niiht Phone Red 58leather there is. Our secret process
of tannage makes them wear from two Tbe--ole- s are put on so (rood you
can't poll them loose na matter .how
tough you are.Just tell your folks about them, boys.
'They'll. want you to have a pair.
Maybe your pa will want a pair, too.Ask him to bring you d look at
them himself.- - He'll be just as Re-
lighted as you are. ' Ji f t:
to three times as longas common soics.
' And they're the best shoe you could
get for your feet, too. They're made
especially for growing feet and feelfine the minute yon put them on. The
uppers are made from Elk Skin Leather
and are as soft as gloves. There
are no linings to rip apart, tear
W t FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
MEXICAN HATS
New and Foil Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter;
Good Luck Charm FREE "Voa get a Swastika"Good Luck Charm
with every pair of"Boy
Z" : - For Rent or Sale
Modern five room brick cottage. W ell located,
good yard, some fruit trees. Inquire before' too
- '
Tlate I
;
.
Phone Black No. 52 Phone Black No. 229 Residence
Santa ft Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.
Artistic
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
SIGN WRITING
First Class Work Guaranteed
&
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
309 San Francisco '
Street
Latest in Hand Color-
ing Post Cards. Framing.
Scout" Shoes you buy. And it's a dandy. Looks somethinglike the picture io the corner of this ad, only it is bright
and shiny, like a gold piece and it stays bright, too., Makesfine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
"Boy Scoots" are selling fast. Better call right away; if
you don't you'll have to wait until we can send for more.
John Muejer, The shoe Man Santa Fe Trail Curio CompanySan Francisco Street
CONTINUOUS DAY AND NIGHTSERVICE
SOLE AGENTS
WIRE UP THOSE DARK . PLACESFOR
SOLE AGENTS
FOR
Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
'' Electric Tea Pots
Electric Irons That Stay Hot
. Electric Toasters. ? 1 ' ; ; Santa Fe Water and Light Company IWater Heaters" and Perccliter
A' it
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capture a snake having twelve or more
rattles, showing that the reptile is
thirteen years, or more, old since the
that it now is silenced for . all time.
The ancient piece is referred to pa-
triotically as "the Liberty gun of theRocky Mi, &St. Louis when the snake Northwestfirst rattle appears
is one year of age.
Pacific Railway Company. y' EDITORIAL FLASHES
Woman's Ills
Many women suffer needlessly from irlhood to woman-hood and from motherhood to old ae with backache,
dizziness or headache. She becomes broken-dow- sleep-
less, nervous, irritable and feels tired from morning to
night. When pains and aches rack the womanly system at
frequent intervals, ask jour neighbor about
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
TMa Prescription hat, tor orer 90 years, been''
carina delicate, weak, pain-wracke- d women,
by the hundreds ot thousands and this too Inthe privacy ot their homes without their haw-I- nito submit to Indelicate qaeatlonlnisand
offensively repafaant examinations.
CENTENARY OF DISCOVERY.
OF KETTLE FALLS.
David Thompson Was a Trail Blazer
in the Pacific Northwest
Interesting Incidents.
Priest's Advice Led
to Their Recovery
Thin, weak, or frail people those who
"take cold easily" and sufferers of Bron-
chitis and Asthma, .should be prepared
with Eckman's Alterative tn the house.
Remarkable cures of even Tuberculous
(Consumptive) persons are often accom-
plished. Merc are two instances:Gentlemen: "On June 3, 1907, I was op-
erated upon for Tubercular Peritonitis at
St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester, N. Y.After the operation my physicians save
me up. I was then urged by a priest
to take Eckman's Alterative, which I
did. My weight at the time was 72 lbs.
I began to improve and steadily 'gained
in health and strength. I now weigh 125
lbs., and am absolutely cured."(Signed Affidavit) EDNA FINZER.
90 Savannah St., Rochester, N. T.
Gentlemen: "I was troubled with
Asthma and Bronchitis for seventeen
wars. After trvina many remedies.
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON NEW MEXICO.
(Head Up)
Boosting New Mexico.
The Santa Fe Railn.id company
riie Earth" and other railroad li'er- -
Ia effect Sept, 1st 1910
ati:re is giving new Mexico auoui oo
per cent more aderiisins than any
other part of the southwest. This is
rather significant when you idled
that the Santa Fe uonipan is also
boosting the San Joaquin valley andKckman's Alterative was recommended
to me by our Parish Priest. I am now
feeling line. I cannot praise it enough."
omer famous sectioas of California;
the irrigated valleys of Colorado, the
Sick women are invited to consult in confidence by letter free. AddressWorld's Dispensary Medical Ass'n.R.V. Pierce, M. D., Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.Da. Piebcb's Grbat Family Doctor Book, The People's Common SenseMedical Adviser, newly revised edition 1000 pages, answers inPlain English hosts of delicate questions which every woman, single or married,
ought to know about. Sent free to any address on receipt of 31 one-ce-
stamps to cover cost of wrapping and mailing enfy, in French cloth binding.
1 19
.Miles . liTAnoNs" j J--g
.1. 7B301, 0 Lv.. Des Moines. N.M...Ar 00
7 in Kumaldo..-.-it inn jg ::::::::::
.20 16 (Japullii V
ss 20 ...vigu :::::::::8 'ThompsonBO 25
9io 81 (tanningbain
. 9 35 42 ... Clifton riouse N.M... 16a
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" " m
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.. 2 47 7 . .Ollfton House IS" M.. 9 49 ilLJ.
5; 77" 48 SPreaton 9 32
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(Signed Affidavit) Anna Mae McKntee.'Lacon, I1LEckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis, farming opportunities of southern Arizona and Kansas and Oklahoma r.cd
Texas and t. dozen other states. The
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and LungAffections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
and write to the Kckman Laboratory,
Kettle Falls, Wash., June 7. When
veteran frontiersmen and early set-
tlers in the Pacific slope country fore-
gather in the town of Kettle Falls,
Wash., on Friday, June 23, to celebrate
the 100th anniversary of the discovery
of the Kettle falls on the Columbian
river, Washington, they will pay
tribute to the memory of David
Thompson, a trail blazer for the Hud-
son's Bay company, which establshed
its first trading post on what now is
American territory in 1812.
The celebration will be under the
immediate direction of the Kettle Falls
Pioneer association, headed by A. W.
Smith. George H. Bevan, vice presi
dent of the Stevens County Pioneer as-
sociation, has been selected to deliver
the address of welcome, other speak-
ers being Colonel J. M. Fish, Dr. B. L
Brigham, W. J. Stambaugh and Thom-
as Ledgerwood. The latter clearly re
advertising and indua:".! departmentPhiladelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.for sate oy alt leading aruggisis aim c n great system lik. the Santa Fe MERCEDES MAKES FIRSTby Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe. BASEBALL IJgenerally knows what It Is about. Al-
buquerque Journal. SHIPMENT OF GRAPES.
Mercedes, Texas, June 7. The firstFeaturing Scenic Road Building.
The leading motoring magazine of
shipment ot grapes, commonly knownin the market centers as California,tOonneots at Colfax with K. P. 4 S. W. Ry. train both North and Soutb
astiure for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM.",
Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.
Henry W. Pope, New-Yor- A. Bra-zie-
New York city; G. E. Thomas, 1.
Hepp, Denver; F. B. Gillett, Kansas
City; Lee R. Malone, Eleanor Malone,
staire leaves Ute Park. M, M.. for KUzabetbtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, daily excep.
the country, read by hundreds of
thousands of motormaniacs is now
carrying a beautifully illustrated arti
- National League.
W. L. Pet.
Chicago ... ... 27 16 .628
New York ..." ... 27 17 .614
Philadelphia 27 18 .600
Pittsburg 25 19 .508
St. Louis 22 21 ' .512
Cincinnati 22 21 .489
Brooklyn ...... 16 29 .3&6
Boston H 24 .244
uo.Ists. Fare is uu one way J3.50 round trip: fifty pound baggajte carried free,
p. m. arrives from the0. 4 8. train leaves Des Mclnes, N. M- for the south at 11:11
tb at 4:38 a. m,
F. M
cle about a cross country motor trip
which features the roads end the
scenic attractions of New Mexico and
the southwest. It is giving New Mex-
ico advertising of the best possible
kind which at ordinary magazine rates
WILLIAMS,
Q. P. Agent,
VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. ft G. M.,
C. G. DEDMAN,
Superintendent
grapes, was sent out by express from
Mercedes in the lower Rio Grande val-
ley yesterday. This shipment demon-
strates that the Rio Grande valley
country can beat California to market
fully six weeks, the California variety
usually being ready for shipment
about July 15th. Mercedes was the
first city in the United States last
year to get to market with a 'bale of
cotton and ft is in the race with a
number of other cities for the same
notoriety this year. Having beaten the
calls the period when there was only
one settler along the Columbia river
between Fort Colville and Fort Spo-
kane, the latter now designated as
Miles in the Postal Guide. In addition
to the exercises there will be the an
American League,
would cost thousands of dollars. An
nual reunion of the early settlers of
other leading general magazine recent-
ly had a similar article on the same
trip, illustrated with views of the La
Mesilla Park; Miss True, Pajarito
ranch; C. N. Kinney, Denver.
Montezuma.
L. Manheimer, Cincinnati, C. F.
Spader, Bernalillo; W. S. Hopewell, Al-
buquerque; Henry Essinger, city; C.
L. Pollard, Espanola; B. Kriswell, Al-
buquerque ; V. ft. Lyon, G. E. Thomas,
J. B. Pendaris, Denver; A. E. Brueck-ner- ,
Chicago; Edward A. Mitchell, Cin-
cinnati; Ora M. Crupp, Rebekka Har-
ris, Carthage, Mo.; Miss R. B. War-
wick, Miss Lillie Simpson, Los Cerril-los- ;
S. C. Hall. Trinidad: G. Tookey,
Stevens county and a centennial din.
ner. The town of Kettle Falls, which world to market with grapes and soBajada hill and other points of inter
W. L. Pet.
Detroit 36 12 .750
Philadelphia 26 16 .619
Boston 23 20 .535
Chicago .21 19 ."525
New York ... ..
......21 21 .500
Cleveland 19 27 .413
Washington ... 16 30 .348
St. Louis ......14 31 .311
est in New Mexico. The same tea, of
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe )fJ2St3tt
far holding the record for early cot-
ton, the citizens of Mercedes and sur-
rounding country are very naturally
engineering was reproduce! n the
will be host, was founded in the win-
ter of 1890-1- , but was settled more
than 40 years ago.
There is an interesting Indian le
Literary Digest no: long e.go; and
these instances are only a few of
gend of the Kettle falls and the origin
proud of what they have done and a
little inclined to boast of their achieve-
ment. When it is recalled that the
those which might be adduced. BuildNEW
of its name, probably handed downice, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence ing roads
has manv useful results; as Western League.
W. L.an advertisement for New Mexicofrom the Flathead tribesmen, whoto them as on ac alone the work has already paid for Denver 27 14
Pueblo - ..23 15tself many times over. Albuquerque
Chicago; A. Beman, Cincinnati; W. S.
Watson, Denver; E. L. Martin, Kansas
City; F. B. Lucas, Albuquerque; H. L.
Hurst, Chicago; J. A. Fritsch, Salt
Lake city.
Coronado.
Rodolfo Cordova, Antonito; Bernar
Mercedes country is not quite four
years old, this production of market-
able grapes is entirely out of the or-
dinary and speaks much for the pro-
ductiveness of the soil and climatic
conditions.
Journal. Lincoln 24 16
Pet
.659
.603
.600
.585
.476
.477
.476
.159
Sioux City ....24 17AUSTRALIAN OFFICER
WILL VISIT NEW MEXICO. If you want anything on earth try
TOpeka .20 22
St. Joseph .'.21 23
Omaha 29 22
Des Moines . 7 37
EAST
OR
WEST
do Montoya, Las Vegas; A. Brazil,
Kansas City; C. F. Jennings, City;
Theodore W. Dobbs, Phoenix, Ariz.
THE
BEST
ROUTE
count of the numerous kettles in the
rocks. The tradition is that a pebble
was rushed along the current of the
Columbia and found lodgment in a
crack of the rock, and, whirled in its
new bed, it ground a bit off the onyx.
Other pebbles came down the stream
and bit into the same stone and in the
ages that passed the large pot-lik- e ex
cavations were worn in the rock. At
the bottom of these cavities today are
pebbles, grinding deeper into the
a New Mexican Want AflMinister of Lands of New South
HUNTING RATTLE SNAKES
Wales Will Study Irrigation in
Western States-Spokan- e,
Wash., June 7. Neil Neil-
FOR A LIVING.
Caught Alive By Dextrous Expert
son, minister of lands in the NewWho Finds Ready Market for His
Squiming Captives. South Wales cabinet, will come to the
ledge, athwart which swirl the waters
of a thousand lakes and mountain
streams on their way to the Pacific Excursions,Pacific slope country early in SeptemSan Antonio, Texas, June 7. Hunt ber to make a thorough investigation
of the various systems practised in
ocean, more than COO miles distant.
Thompson, who discovered the Ket
For rates and full information address
EUGENE FOX, El Paso Texas. ing snakes for a living may not be an the irrigation states, according to adtle falls, was the first white man to June 5, 6, & 10 to 22,occupation that is really pleasant In
all its phases and it may not be attrac vices received by the Spokane chamfollow the Columbia river through lake
and ravine from the shadows of the ber of Commerce from Sidneytive to all classes of men. However,
there is one man in this city, who has Mr. Neilson plans to visit districtspresent continental divide, which the
stream crosses twice, to the long in Washington, Oregon, California, si)tJs6U Los Angeles
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
. National League.
Boston at St. ouis.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
New York at Pittsburg.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
American League.
Chicago at New York.
St. ouis at Boston.
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at Washington.
Western League.
Des Moines at Pueblo.
St. Joseph at eDnver.
Sioux City at incoln.
Omaha at Topeka.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Pittsburg, 4; New York, 3.
Chicago, 5; Brooklyn, 3.
Cincinnati, 5; Philadelphia, 0.
American League.
Cleveland, 8; Washington, 2.
made snake hunting a business for a Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, Wyomneedles of uptilted onyx formation
tnrust out into the river below the
number of years. He does not con-
fine himself to the harmless variety
but makes a specialty of catching the
ing, South Dakota, Texas, Arizona, Ne-
vada, Utah, Oklahoma, Colorado and
New Mexico, also the governmentSUMMER TOURIST RATES lower falls. Tracing his way alongcotton-mout- h moccasin and the rattle the capricious stream he found a tribe
of red men, of whom he could give no plants in Nebraska and Kansas, goingVIA thence to Chicago and New York. He
will confer with the Australian author-
ities in London and visit the princi
pal cities on the continent.
(MC IA San FranciscoWv or Oakland
Going and returning via direct lines,
CCC Ml Portland and return
puu.UU via direct lines,
(P:i CA Going one way via
pU.UU San Francisco
Return limit Sept. 15th, 1911
Illustrated Literature by
Applying to
snake. These are caught alive and
sold to a dealer in snakes, whose place
or' business is in West Commerce
street. This snake hunter has two
methods of catching a rattler. If the
snake is large, he places a forked
stick on its neck and holds it down
until he can get a hold of it in such a
manner as to drop it into a sack. But
if it is a small rattler, a stick is not
Percy Hunter, vice president of the
better description to the factors of
the post on Athabasca lake end at
Hudson 's bay than that the natives
wore long pieces of bone suspended
from their ears. He and the French
voyageurs who followed named the
Indians as the tribe of the Pend d'
Oreilles. Traveling farther south in-
to what is now the panhandle of the
PIO QRAN DB;
(Scenic Line of the World)
ROUND TRIP FROM SANTA FE
club, who is
slated for under secretary of New
South Wales, has come to the north-
west on a similar mission as director
of the New South Wrales Immigration NEW MEXICO AT
and Tourist Bureau, to which position OTTAWA UNIVERSITY
-- To-
Ottawa, Kansas, June 7. Misshe was appointed by Sir Joseph
prime minister of New 'South Laura Wood, of Santa Fe, will gradu-
ate next Wednesday from Ottawa uniWales. He also contemplates visiting U S. Lutz, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
versity of this city, and receivevarious parts of the United States tofamiliarize himself with irrigation
methods.
Detroit
Pueblo
St. Louis
St. Paul
$ 60.35
$ 16.35
$ 44.35
$ 50.35
Atlantic City $ 85.35
Chicago $ 50.35
Colo. Springs $ 18.15
Denver $ 21.10
used. - The hunter watches the rep-
tile until it coils ready to strike and
then with a swift movement of the
hand catches the snake just below
the head, grips it tightly and slips it
into a sack. While catching water
moccasins, however, he usually goes
barefoot and when the moccasin is too
large to be caught with the hand it
is lassoed with a small lariat attached
to the end of a stick. Some times this
is done by letting the reptile swim
through the loop. At other times it
is thrown over the head of the swim-
ming snake with as much accuracy as
a skilled marksman shoots with a
Mr. Huntef was interested in the
Inland Empire by Victor M. Smith, au
ditor of the Spokane Chamber of
Commerce, while making a tour of the
Pacific island. Mr. Smith, who wijl
accompany the Australian through
several states, says in a letter to R.
stete of Idaho, Thompson found an-
other tribe of natives, naming them
the Couer d'Alenes.
Soon after Thompson's first visit to
Kettle Falls and the opening of Fort
Colville, the Northwest Trading com-
pany, promoted by John Jacob Astor,
established the Spokane House near
the junction of the Spokane and the
Little Spokane rivers. Astor aband-
oned the post in 181G and its effects
were taken over by the Hudson's Bay
company. Five years afterward the
two posts were consolidated a short
distance above Kettle Falls, with Ar-
chibald McDonald as chief trader. It
was named Fort Colville in honor of
Lord Colville, then London governor
of the Hudson's Bay company. The
post remained under British dominion
until 1871, when the corporation left
the fort to Angus McDonald, father of
Donald McDonald, the present owner
of the site.
Among the interesting relics of the
early days is a brass cannon. It was
formerly stationed in a block house,
degree of Bachelor of Arts. Miss Wood
was one of the most active students
in. college, as well as one of the most
popular, during her entire four years'
course here. 'She was a member of
the University orchestra, and of the
Mandolin club, in both of which organi-
zations she played the violin. She has
taken considerable part in literary
society and Y. M. C. A. work. She
will teach next year. She also car-
ried one of the leading parts in the
commencement play "The Christian,"
which was given .this evening. Two
other Santa Fe girls, Misses Frances
and Esther Barry, are students here,
and another New Mexico student, Her-
bert McClellan, of Clayton, is here.
.1. Maclean, secretary of the local com
TOURIST
Rates17mercial organization: ,
'Australia plans to do everythinggun. in the winter, when snakes arehibernating, the snake hunter finds a
Correspondinly Low Rates to All Other Points
On Sale Daily
June 1 to September 30, Limit October 31
possible to promote a better feeling
between the two countries and to im
prove our trade relations. The trip
hole and thrusts a stick down it. Then
he sits down to watch. If the stick
moves he knows there is something be-
low and proceeds at once to dig out
the snake. But if there is no move
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1911
From
Santa Fe, N. M.
To .''
undertaken by Mr. Hunter, who, by
the way, was formerly a newspaperTickets and Reservations at
writer at Sidney, is important in manyment after watching for a half hour ways."New Mexican Building or Union Depot mor so, the hunter seeks another hole
and repeats the test with a stick. It rfliTAi tin $50.35VUIVtUCU VWILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-
Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico.
which was recently destroyed by fire. St Louis, $44,35PROFESSIONAL CARDS
"attorneys at law
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
(Frem the New Mexican of this date
19U
J. D. Allen is spoken for as alder-
man of the second ward. ,
Part of its mouth is missing. SomeTaos,
1
Fourth of July enthusiast, celebrating
the American centennial, overcharged
the crude piece, which was plucked
from the Plains of Abranam to do duty
is not an uncommon thing for this
snake hunter to bag a hundred pounds
in one day. These, if they
be good specimens, bring twenty-fiv- e
cents per pound, alive. While this is
the only snake hunter in this city, a
number of men now in the Kingsville
country, near the Gulf, are engaged'in
the business and follow it all the year
round. Recently 6CHI pounds of rattle-
snakes were shipped into this city bj
express from one snake hunter in
the Kingsville country, the man hav
An absolutely ssfe and harmless
Restorer of St Paul, $50.35
Buffalo, $64.95
George W. Knaebel declines to be-
come a candidate for mayor, and it is
PROBERT ft COMPANY
Investments
Lat ds, Mines, Bonds ft Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
against the aborigines of the Pacific too bad, indeed, that such should be
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-
Practice in tje Distri t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
slope, and blew off the muzzle that the case. ;was trained at Wolfe's men as they N. B. Laughlin and C M. Creamer
We have for .sale general stockB of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business Opportunities
climbed the hill at Quebec, 117 years
before.
throughout Taoa county. This piece of brass knew Montcalm,
insist that a straight Democratic
city ticket must be put up at the com-
ing city election. ' ; - , . .
One of the first things the new city
Bank References Furnished
ing made an unusual catch in one
week. From the dealer here, rattle-
snakes are shipped to all parts of the
country for exhibition purposes, and
and also had a speaking .acquaintance
New Mexico.Taos. - - - -
C. W. G. WARD
Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
with Wolfe. It lellowed at the red
men on the level of Marcus flats as (government will have to. do Is to havein a few instances shipments have tne streets kept clean.DR. C. M. RILEY, had belched at the red coats on thebeen made to other parts of the world
HeeJthy Digestion
Recommended by the medical proles .
sion; prepared by Saiz de Carlos, a phy-
sician, surgeon and pharmaceutist ol the
highest standine; in Europe.StomalU is not a mere stimulant or tem-
porary aid, making; the patient the victim
of a drug habit, but it is gradual and benignin its effects, restoring theexhausted, over-
taxed or diseased digestive functions to
perfect health and capacity to perform
their work unaided.
Physicians who have-use- noother medi
cine than Stoaiallx where their patients
have suffered from chronic gastritis, dys-
pepsia, castralgla, njeasU. nicer of the
stomach, dysentery, and other stomach
troubles, report that these diseases have
yielded to the remedy, in cases of thirty
years standing. "StomaJlx is the best and safest treatment
for the cure of diseases of the stomach and
intestines. It is invaluable to brain work-
ers, it benefits the youthful and tbe aged,it corrects tbe ailments of children, and is
absolutely harmless.
Far Sale by ma Drufgulu
The New Mexican is crowing over
The Texas rattler is deadly venomous
and has to be handled with care. So
the result of the late election in favor
of incorporation, says the Silver City
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKlllep's Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Chas. F. Eastey. Chas. R. Easley,
EASLEY ft EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
plains above the citadel hard by the-St- .
Lawrence. General Isaac I. Ste-
vens, the first governor of Washing-
ton territory, once placed his hand on
New York, $76.35
Boston, $75.95
COLORADO
Denver .....
....$21.10
Colorado Springs 18.15
Pueblo ' 16.35
Low rates to many, other principal
points in the United States,; Canada
and Mexico.
Liberal
Return limit, October 31st, 1911.
For further particulars see any
Santa Fe agent,
H, S. LUTZ, A.gent,
, 7 Santa t?e, N. M.
far as is known, but one rattlesnake Enterprise.hunter has ever died from the effects M. J. Nagel, of Jefferson, Mo., hasPrantir-- s in th courts and before Work oi All Kinds Solicited.Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
arrived in Santa Fe and taken a leasethe old gun. General George B. n
also stroked its smooth surLand Department.Land grants and titles examined.
of a bite while capturing a snake. It
is not an uncommon thing in some
of the wilder parts of the country to
cn the Schumann house and garden.
oi Frisco and Shelby Sts. face when he went to Fort Colville on Mr. Nagel is a landscape gardenerSanta Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan--
a conterence with Governor Stevens, and horticulturist, and comes highlycia, N. M.
recommended in every respect.
Phone Red 138.
KARL FLEISCHER
Artis
after he had pushed. his way over
mountain and stream in search of theFoley Kidney Pills The shipping of fresh vegetablesmost feasible route for a government- - from Santa Fe to all parts of New E. FOVGERA & CO.E. C. ABBOTTAttorney-at-La-
Practice in the District and Su 134 Calle
de Vargas TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS subsidized railroad across the conti Mexico and southern Colorado is on Aaenta.V.8. Hew York.Santa Fe, N. M. the Increase. ;nent to the Pacific sound country, forpreme Courts. Prompt and careful Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE, which Henry Villard bad striven.attention given to all business. The gun was at Fort Colville whenHerewith are tome bargains offeredBanta Fe. New Mexico MRS. POWELL ALMOST DEAD.
Dry Ridge, Ky. "I, conld hardly
walk across the room;". ' ays Mrs.
b the New Mexican Printing com the treaty was made, long after Mc ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
Laughlin had forfeited his right as aHARRY D. MOULTON
Lydla Powell, of Dry nidge, "beforeBritish subject for assisting Araerl
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, SI; paper bound. 76c. Missouri I tried Cardut. I was o poorly,cans to find homes In the Spokane
country. The old piece was silent
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
MIDDLE AGED ard ELDERLY was almost dead. Now. I can
walkAttorney-at-La- Carrying the U. 8. mall and pas Baggage allowance 100 lbs. tofour miles and do my work withwitness when $800,000 was agreed up
regular ticket, excess baggagePEOPLE and for WOMEN. much more ease. I praise Cardui toron at the price to the : Hudson's Bay
my wonderful cure." Cardui w roecompany to vacate peacably the terri
sengers between Vaughn, N. M and
Roswell, N. M, connecting with the
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Is-
land Railroads and the Atchison, To
cessful in benefiting lck woman, betory now composing the states ot
Santa Fe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O cause It is composed of ingredients,Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Mon
Land Claim and Contests a Specialty
at the rata of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are given for, excur
sions. for eight or more passengers.
For further Information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N.. M. '
Pleading forma, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two tor $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather S3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pock't Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each. New
M'xlco Supreme Court Reports, Not
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
pllation Corporation La.vs, 75 c. Com
pilatlon Mining Laws, no c Money's
Digest of New Reports, full
ibeep, $6.50; fall list school blanks.
that act specifically on the womanly
constitution, relieving ' headache,
backache, irregularity, misery , and
distress. Only a good medicine could
peka ft Santa Fa Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m ar-
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:10 a. ar-
rive In Vaughn at 6:30 p. m. :x
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says. "For two years I have been
troubled with severe kidney trouble.
The pains across my back and over
my hips were so bad that they almost
meant death to me at times. I used
several well known kidney remedies
which gave me no relief until I used
Foley Kidney Pills, and these 1 Can
tiuihf ally recommend as they have
made me sound and well." Sold by
all druggists. .
G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Cosnsellor at Law
tana. , '''
The cannon was ' "naturalized" In
1871, when the British evacuated the
American Pacific Northwest Though
it spoke only French at Quebec, It
learned to speak English in after
years, and then roared so loud for the
centenary ot American independence
see such continual increaie In popuPractice In all the District Court-
-
larity as Cardui has, tor the past 80
yean. ; Try Cardui, . the woman'sand gives special
attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court. J W. StOCKARD, MANAGEtonic . '.'rMv. tjLurtlln Blk. Santa Fe, N. M
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Plays Players WANT:THE FORUM
piocess against the corporation may ; "TRUCHAS LAND AND LUMBER
be served, for the present is B. S. Phil-- COMPANY," hereby declare that
lips, but the said corporation may j 'here shall he no liability of stock-hav- e
a general office at Atchinsou, holders on account of any stock
and a branch office at Roomisutd by said corporation.
No. 14. Capital city Bank Building. IN W1TNKSS WHEREOF, we have
Santa Fe. New Mexico, at any of which' hereunto set our hands this 6th day
offices the directors may hold their of March, 1911.
meetings upon proper notice. (Signed i LEVI A. HUGHES
" HAIL"'- -
of the meeting as follows:
Weathering a storm mat threaten
to wreck the House harmony.
r! Tho Kfr.ntc fr iho !,!,! !
corporation is formed are the follow- -
jing, to cut. mill, manufacture,
handle, buy, soil, and deal in timber,
lumber and wood, in their various
forms; to buy, sell and deal in goods,
wares and merchandise; to buy. ac-
quire, hold, sell, and deal in land and
real estate; to construct, maintain
and operate railways and other facili-
ties for the handling and transporta-
tion of property of all kinds in con-
nection with its other business; to po- -
sess general rights, privileges and pow- - eu uie t"r-W"- instrument, anu
ers permitted bv law to corporations of acknowledged to me that they execut-
es class; to buy, sell, own and hold!"1 ,he sanle ah' "leir free ael and
stocks and bonds; to have, hold, buy, !d!ed-
sell, deal, in and operate mines and j 1N WITXE3E3 WHEREOF I have
mining properties; to construct, o set may hand and notarial
The Parting of the Ways.
These seem to be hard times for
dictators Diaz in Mexico, after a des-
perate and bloody struggle recognized
that his long term of power termin- -
ated then when all hope was lost, he !
escaped from the city that had been
so long h s capital, and after a secret
and dangerous journey through the
Sierras, arrived at Vera Cruz; took
passage for Spain, and so, good bye
Diaz. In all probability that is tne
last of him as a prominent figure in
Mexico. Here, the dictator of the Dem
ocratic party the thrice defeated
Bryan, is at open feud with the Dem
ocratic House of Representatives,
'
mainly on the question of free-woo- l.
The following from the Washington
Correspondent of the Inter-Ocea- is
well worth reading. He says: I'
William Jennings Bryan 's on a
rampage, and the caucus of the House
Democrats Thursday night is expected
to spell the story of his defeat.
In the bitterest language in his vo :
cabulary Bryan has commanded the
Democrats to put wool on the free list i
and he has stirred up a hornet's nest.
A majority of the Democrats in the
House of Representatives, headed by
Cnoor L.hnmn t,.nrk anri Osar .upvunvi " '
Underwood, the majority floor leader ;
and chairman of the ways and means
committee, favor a duty on raw woolJ
Congressman Underwood has sent out
a uu.., v. t .."B " "
crais LO wasillllgiuu lui nits wjiud.
If he can get a two-third- s vote of that
body In favor of a duty on wool he
will win.
If the majority is less than two-thir-
of the party membership the
victory w'll be Bryan's, for five mem-
bers of the ways and means commit-
tee will then refuse to follow Under-
wood's lead, and hey may force raw
wool on to the free Jist.
Clark Likely to Win.
Despite Bryan's attitude, however,
"
......
D POLlii)
iiarK ana uuuerwoou setjiu eu u m a
fair way to win. Bryan has put his j The final vote on the approval of
views into writing, and a copy of an j tne Underwood bill was made unani-editori-
he has written for the Com- - j mous, but the following members were
excused from a pledge to support themoner was made public here today. In j
it Bryan assails the House leaders, caucus action: Representatives Ruck-Th- e
editorial bristles with such terms r of Colorado, Ashbrook, Francis and
AND
The Matinee Girl Musical Comedy
Company has more singers, dancers
and real funny comedians than any
comedy on the road. This big attrac-
tion will be at the Elks theater three
nights, starting June 12 and you can-
not afford to miss it, as it will posi-
tively be the big production of the
pf
ft It
iiiiico POLITICS
How the Senators Stand.
The Range la In receipt of a com-
munication from Washington giving
a series of ten-wor- d Interviews with
various Senators as to their position
on the statehood bill. The chorus
says: "the matter will have my most
earnest consideration.'' This is very
cheering, very heartening, because
those who have ever essayed the task
of securing an expression' of opinion
from United States Senators know
its "full value."
It means in Washington parlance
that the distinguished representative
of the people will pass it up to the
caucus, and after listening to in-
struction from the steering committee
go and vote as the party whip com-
mands.
As for one of them giving consid-
eration for anything but the political
aspects of the matter as above, please
forget it. 'Raton Range.
Met With a Chilly Silence.
The enthusiasm with which the
little four were received after 'their
Washington, fighting as camp, fo-
llowersthe battles of statehood; has
probably never been equalled for
the banquet of cold shoulder and
cold water given in their honor.
Raton Range.
Where We Keep Still.
The reader must have read con-
siderable about that debauching of
voters in Adams county. There were
nearly 2,000 arrests of small farmers,
newly naturalized foreigners, a doc-
tor or two, even a minister or two,
for Belling their votes at from $2 to
$20. This thing had been going on
for some years and had become such
a drain on campaign funds that the
opposing Democratic and Republican
committees got together and resolved
not to buy, as a matter of
Judge Blair fined the guilty by the
hundreds and disfranchised for five
years 1,600 of them.
With pleasure we saw that long
VARIETY WORK WITH
V OATS, RYE AND BARLEY.
Preliminary Report by Agronomist
Squires Issued by Experimental
. Station. '
The variety tests with these crops
have now been running hut one year,
which does not give sufficient time to
draw conclusive results;: but some
Idea of the different types of these
crops best suited to this region .can!
be obtained from the following tables.
All varieties were seeded January 25,
1910, on a soil running from a clay
loam to adobe. The rates of seed-
ing were, oats, two bushels per acre;
rye and barley, 1 1--2 bushel per acre.
The seeding was on very dry soil,
which was irrigated immediately after
seeding. From that time until harvest
the crops were irrigated) whenever
the soil began to be dry at a depth
nf i tit s inches. The yisldB were
as follows:
Oats.
Bushels.
Swedish Select. 7.2
White Tartar...... B
Red Rust Proof. .'..!.. ...... ..r..71--
Winter Turft. ; . . . ... '. ... . . .38.0
Colorado No. 37 (sample)........ 51.0
New Market 4- -
Lincoln. , . ... i ..... . ... , ...... . 43.Q
Kherson 63.4
.'Black Tntaria , 16.9
Coldndo, Na ST (mple)........46.8
FOR RENT Six roomed house, fur
nished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzkl.
FOR SALE Saven room house,
bath, electric light, fine iawn. fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.
FOR SALE Perfectly gentle mare
with colt, good under saddle, drive
single or double. Good family horse.
Address Box 173, or see O. E. Scno-fiel-
at the New Mexican.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Aii repair work and typewriters guar-
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-
change. Phone 231.
PUBLIC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
pass title to government land without
"lenient, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner. By
use of scrip costly, tedious and dan-
gerous contests may be averted. Write
today for full particulars. Fen S. Hil-dret-
210 Fleming Bldg.. Phoenix,
Arizona.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Coal Land.)
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1911.
Notice Is Hereby given that Cornelia
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Apnl 13, 1906, made homestead entry
No. for SW 4 NE NW
4 3E N. SW section 5.
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before register or receiver, TJ.
S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 6th day of July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya. and Jose Ortiz y
Pino, all ot Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
. Register.
Notice for Publication,
Department of the Interior,
Coal Land.
May 4, 1911,
Notice is hereby given that Agri- -
pina Delgado de Gonzales, ot Santa
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
made homestead entry. No. 9210-0738-
for Lots 3 and 4, SW. 4 NW.
4 Sec. 4, SE. 4 NE. Sec. 5,
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five year Proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 6th day of July, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena.
Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received
by the County Commissioners of San-
ta Fe County. New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the
1st day of July, 1911, for furnishing
all material and constructing three
bridges in said county, located as fol-
lows:
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
on Canon Road within the limits of
the City of Santa Fe.
One bridge over the Galisteo river
near the town of Galisteo.
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
near the town of Los Cerrillos.
All the material and work shall be
furnished and done in accordance
with the plans and specifications now
on file in the office of the County
Clerk at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
where they may be seen and examin-
ed and copies procured.
Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified cheoc in the sum of 10 per
cent of the amount of bid. Said
check to be drawn upon some solvent
bank doing business in Santa Fe
county, New Mexico.
Parties desiring so to do may also
submit plans end prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners re-
serve the right to reject any and allbids or to accept any bid made that
in their judgment is for the best in-
terest of Santa Fe County, New Mex-
ico.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman of the Board.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Clerk of the Board.
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west-
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive tt Santa Fe 12:19
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. i, west-
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:80
p. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound,
Returning arriv at 3ana Fe 11: IV
P. m.
D. R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 8: 35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
- Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No.
2 east and 1 south and west
' Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connection!
from No., 3 east.
Foley's Kidney Remedy.
13 particularly recommended for
Chronic ran nf kfrtnav and hlaiMs
trouble. It tends to regulate and con-
trol the kidney and bladder actions
aw is ucnujig, BireiisureiiiiiB uua Drac-
ing. For sale by all druggists.
season. Beautiful scenery, electrical
effects, magnificent costumes, a bigbunch of pretty chorus girls, andthose very funny fellows, Russell and
Gross, will go to make up one big car-
nival of fun makers. This is the one
you have been waiting for, so get Inline early.
line of political sinners filing from the
presence of Justice, denuded of their
base gains and dishonored before
their countrymen, for to sell one's
vote Is one of the blackest of sins,
a foul crime against all of us, the gov-
ernment.
Yes, we looked that procession of
ill-fe- half-cla- farmers and farm
hands over and said that Justice is a
fine old female to reach down, from
her pedestral and punish this army of
villains who would practically assassi-
nate our form of government. But
there seemed to be something want-
ing in that procession. Maybe Jus-
tice with the bandage over her eyes
had failed to see something. Ha!
When there is a sale there must be
buyers as well as sellers, and there
wasn't one buyer in all that army of
2,000 sellers. Why? Listen to Jus-
tice Blair, who in Denver recently
talked about how he represented Jus-
tice in the matter of those. Adams
county sales:
"I prosecuted the vote seller only.
In the first place he was easier to
catch. In the second place, the buy-
er, I believe was honest. I mean
by. this that he was working for his
party. His attempt to buy votes was
a sincere effort, according to his light,
to help his own side, while the vote
seller had flo principle nor even a
party loyalty to back him."
We would like to make some com-
ment on this that would do somebody
some good somewhere. It is impos-
sible. The failure of Justice, the
rank partiality of Justice, the recall
ot the judiciary, and oiher live mat-
ters suggest themselves, but the edi-
torial spirit quails and would produce
mere drivel should it expatiate on this
latest lay-o- of morality and judicial'
policy. We are but human. Even
the greatest among us editors is
rendered speechless. Here
is where we're
.speechless. We leave
Judge Blair's kindly exposition of the
briber's honesty and superb sincerity
as the last word to he said. Cincin-
nati Post. .
Great Dakota..... ..47.3
Rye.
Spring.... .... .. . ,..,...,....39.9
Fall 32.5
Barley.
Hull-les- s 40.6
Scotch ..34.0
California or Feed ...62.3
This date and rate of seeding Is
not known to be the best, but further
work will be necessary before any
definite statement can be .made as
to dates and rates of seeding. -
Protected River's BanksEarl Pat-
terson, engineer in charge of the Leas-bur- g
diversion dam, states that his
men have Just finished the work on
the Rio Grande which they have been
doing in order to protect the bank
from being washed away. For a
quarter of a mile riprap work has been
put In, large cottonwood loge which
required ten menjo handle being used
for the purpose, these loge being wir
ed together and filled out with dirt
brush and dirt. At the point where
the' erosion was occurring, the river
ran almost due east past old Fort
Selden. The work just completed
was such as to turn the current south
but It is now in such condition that
no further fears are entertained ot its
encroaching upon the reclamation ser-
vice territory, i
If you want anything m earth 'tn
a Kv ttaten ait A , i
I!. P. WAGENER
W. P. WAGGENER
FRANK E. HARWI
State of Kansas, )
) ss.
Atchison County. )
On this f.th day of March, 1911, be-
fore me personally appeared Ievi A.
Hughes. V. J. Bailey, B. P. Waggener,
W. P. Waggnwr, and Frank E. Harwi,
to me well known to be the same
persons described in and who execut- -
seal the day and year in this certifi- -
c:lle written.
(Signed NETTIE RAY CLUTE,
Notary Public
(NOTARIAL SEAL.)
My commission expires Feb. 11
m:i.
ENDORSED:
o. 6716.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. fi, Page 97.
Certifiiateof Stockholder's non-l.'- a
bility of TRUCHAS LAND AND LUM
BER COMPANY.
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
Mexico, March 9, 1911; 3 P M.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary
'Compared C. F. K. to M. H. ,
Territory of New Mexico )
')
County of Rio Arriba. )
Filed for record this 15 th day if
March, A. D. 1911, at 9 o'clock A. M.
Recorder March 16, A. D. 1911, in
Vol. 3, Pages 409-41-
El.lCIO LUCERO,
Probate Clerk and Recorder.
Py TOMAS LUCERO, Deputy.
(SEAL)
HER BELIEF.
Police Judge Simon Hahn, while ad-
dressing a political meeting one night
last week, related the following inci-
dent in reference to telling the same
tale over and over again.
"You all know," said the judge, "that
the speeches made at political meet-
ings are all very near alike, but to get
something different is the proper
thing nowadays.
"It puts me In mind of a case of a
woman who appeared before a certain
magistrate and when asked her age
said she was thirty years old. The
judge looked at her and said: 'See
here, madam, weren't you here before
me five years ago, and didn't you tell
me then that you were thirty years
old?' The woman said that was so,
and the Judge asked her what she
meant by coming before him and tell-
ing an untruth.
"The woman replied: 'Well, you see,
your honor, I'm one of those kind of
women who do not believe in saying
one thing once and another thing an-
other time.' " Newark Star.
Relief for a Sentry.
Old Highland Lady (to sentry) Ex-
cuse me, sodger, dae ye ken my. son 7
Sentry What is bis name?
Old Lady Sandy Macpherson.
Sentry Ob, yes; I know Sandy. He
belongs to my company.
Old Lady I'm awful glad tae heal
that. Ye might run up and tell him
his mither wants tae see him, and IT1
watch yer wee hoose till ye come back.
Tit-Bit-
Way of the Small Boy.
"Queer thing about the average
smJul hoys' remarked the casual ob-
server.
"What's queer about him?" asked
the innocent bystander.
"He always feels more comfortable at
a little fire in the gutter when the
thermometer is flirting with the sera
mark than he does in the schoolroom,
where it is 70 degrees above," ex-
plained the other.
The High Bed.
Mrs. Cornier (on a tour of inspection
through her friend's house) Gracious!
Why do you have such a high bed for
your little boy?
Mrs. Houseler So we can hear him
If he falls out; you have no idea what
heavy sleepers my husband and I are.
TO GET REST.
Crawford So you are going to send
your wile away to the country for a
rest?
Crabshaw tea; I need It
Citichap What do you consider
the most delightful season in the sub-
urbs?
Mrs. Urban Spring. All our neigh-bors clean house then and their rugs
and carpets are exposed to view.
An Explanation.
"Say, boy, who was that lady who
stopped you a moment ago and talked
so earnestly to you?"
"That wasn't no lady. That was me
school teacher."
On Occasion.
"Pop, Is it T that la an unknown
quantity?"
"I have always found It so, my son,
whenever I tried to borrow one." ,
Guarantee of enactment of the first
of the big schedule revisions of the
Payne-AJdric-h tariff bill, cutting the
wool duties approximately in half.
Notice to William J. Bryan to keej
hands off in the congressional pro-
gram of the party.
It was the general impression today
that the repudiation of Bryan evi
denced in the practical unanimity with
which the caucus turned down his
proposition for free raw wool, might
result in a setback to the Champ Clark
boom tor president in 1912. Bryan, it
is said, will hold Clark responsible for
the slap administered to him, and may
ctme out for Woodrow Wilson.
The Bryan followers in the caucus
surrendered to an overwhelming ma-
jority in tavor of the Underwood Ulil
after leaders had submitted for a vote
a resolution declaring that Republi-
can extravagance was responsible for
a depleted treasury, and that a tariff
on wool was necessary in order to
yield revenue. The Underv. ood bill
was introduced in the House today.
"I think that we have proved that
the Democracy of the nation can be
. ....nana led beneatn tne dome of the .cap- -
.,Uol withQut B,8ta det.lar?d Vn.LriV00(1 , ajSCussing the defeat
.. d
unanimously, despite
Bryan's earnest opposition, and we
will put it through. Those who have
endeavored to say who are and who
aren, not 'traitors to Democracy' should
remember that we Democrats of the
House have never scratched a Dem-
ocratic ticket nor bolted a Democratic
caucus."
The proposed Democratic revision
oi the wool tariff the Underwood
bill was unanimously approved by a
full Democratic caucus at midnight,
12 hours after it had been made public
v tYta anil manna .mnmittzui
Sharp of Ohio and Gray of Indiana.
The resolution agreed on in a con-
ference of the free raw wool advo-
cates was introduced in the caucus by
Representative Kitchin of North Car- -
olina. wno hal advocated free raw wool.
His resolution declared that the sup-
port of a duty on raw wool should not
be construed as an abandonment ot
the Democratic policy of free wool.
i'Tn ned for a duty, the resolution
stated, was due to Republican extrav
agances which made necessary large
revenue.
As EoT) Acers says: "This is a very
pretty quarrel as it stands," but any
one who believes that Bryan will quiV
ly "take his medicine," and subside
into "innocuous desuetude," plainly
proves that he has not Studied the
unique character of the great Nebras-
kan. The chances are that when he
has arrived at the conclusion that he
cannot ever be president, he will see
to it that no other Democrat can. In
the meantime, it behooves the Repub-
lican party to look well after its
fences. Any attempt on its part to re-
vise the tariff downward, may result
disastrously, if that policy is not
handled with the greatest care. Free
trade is not necessary to produce wide
spread ruin of American industries
a low enough tariff to satisfy the Dem
ocratic policy would be just as disas
trous as absolute free trade. All fie
tariff history of the past proves this
beyond doubt. Protection to Ameri-
can industry is one ot the cardinal
principles of our party. It has com
down to us through a long line ot the
ablest statesmen our country has pro-
duced, and when we abandon it there
Is nothing left to distinguish it from
the Democratic party, hence I repeatit behooves the leaders of the party of
Jefferson, Madison, Jackson, Grant,
Lincoln,-Blaine- , and McKinley, all of
whom were ardent protectionists, to
handle the tariff with the most seri-
ous care. A. L. MORRISON.
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
Certificate of Comparison.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at Three o'clock P. M.
on the Ninth day of March. A. D .
1911; Articles of Incorporation of
TRUCHAS LAND AND LUMBER
COMPANY, No. 6715, and also, that
I have compared the following copy
of the same, with the original thereof
now on file, and declare it to be a
correct transcript therefrom and of
the whole thereof.
Given under my band and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mex
ico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
Capital, on this Ninth day of March,
A. D., 1911.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.
By EDWIN F. COARD,
Assistant Secretary.
(SEAL).
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE
PRESENTS, That we, the undersign
ed, Levi A. Hughes, of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and W. J. Bailey, B. P. Wag
gener, W. P. Waggener and Frank E.
Harwi, of Atchison, Kansas, for the
purpose of forming a corporation un-
der and pursuant to the laws of the
Territory of New Mexico have asso-
ciated ourselves together, and hereby
make a certify the following arti
cles, to-wi- t:
1. l ne name oi uu corpora- -
tlon is and shall be the "TRUCHAS
LAND AND LUMBBBR COMPANY.-- 2.
The location of its principal of-
fice in this territory shall be at the
office ot .Uie company upon the Tra--
haa mink In the Count? Of Win Ar.
,., .dTt nost-offlc- e address shall
t Tmnhaii New (Mexico, and the
name of tbiiagent at such office, and
to chart thereof, and npoa whom
ate and maintain irrigation systems
'for the betterment of the cultivation
of its lands; and to have, hold, sell,
and dispose of water rights in con-
nection with such lands, so far as may
he permittsable within the general pur-
poses of its incorporation.
4. The amount of the capital stock
of the said corporation shall be fifty
thousand dollars ($50,000.00), and
the number of shares into which i.
shall ba divided shall be five hundred
(500), of the par value of one hundred
dollars ($100.00) each. It will com-
mence business with subscribed and
raid up capital to the amount of
forty thousand dollars ($40,000.00).
The names and post-offic- e addresses
of the incorporators, and the number
of shares subscribed for by each,
the aggregate of which makes up the
amount of the capital stock with
which the company will commence
business, are as follows:
Levi A. Hughes, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, 100 shares.
W. J. Bailey, Atchison, Kansas, 100
shares.
B. B. Waggener, Atchison, Kansas,
100 shares.
W. P. Waggener, Atchison, Kansas,
50 shares.
Frank E. Harwl, Atchison, Kansas,
50 shares.
The period limited for the dura
tion of the said corporation is fifty
(50) years.
6. The directors of the corpora
tion shall have power to make and
alter but the s so made
may be altered, amended or repealed
by the stockholders at any regular or
special meeting thereof; but the po
wer hereby given shall not be con-
strued as abrogating the power of
stockholders to make
7. We elect to name directors who
shall manage the concerns of the
said corporation for the first three
(3) months after the filing of the
certificate of comparison of incorpora-
tion and thereupon name the following,
at least one of whom is a resident of
the Territory of New Mexico,
Levi A. Hughes, W. J. Bailey, R. P.
Waggener, W. P. Waggener and Frank
K Harwi.
IX WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
hereunto set our hands this 6th day
or March, 191.
(Signed) LEVI A. HUGHES
W. J. BAILEY
B. P. WAGGENER
W. P. WAGGENER
F. E. HARWI
State of Kansas, )
) ss.
Atchison County. )
On this 6th day of March, 1911, be-
fore me personally appeared Levi A
Hughes, W. J. Bailey, B. P. Waggener,
W. P. Waggener and Frank E. Harwi,
to me well known to be the same per-
sons described in and who executed
the foregoing articles, and acknowled-
ged to me that they executed the
same as their free act and deed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and notarial
seal yie day and year in this certifi-
cate written.
(Signed) NETTIE RAY CLUTE,
Notary Public.
(NOTARIAL SEAL)
My commission expires Feb. 11th,
1913.
ENDORSED:
No. 6715.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 97.
Articles of Incorporation of TRU
CHAS LAND AND LUMBER COM-
PANY.
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
Mexico, March 9, 1911; 3 P. M. '
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary.
Compared C. F. K. to M. H.
Territory of New Mexico, .)
County of Rio Arriba. )
Filed for record the 15 th day of
March, A. D., 1911, at 9 o'clock A.
M. Recorded March 16th, A. D. 1911
in Vol. 3., Pages
ELICIO LUCERO, "
' Probate Clerk and Recorder.
By TOMAS LUCERO, Deputy.
(SEAL).
Territory vof New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
Certificate of Comparison.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at Three o'clock P. M.,
on the ninth day of March, A. D. 1911;
Certificate of Stockholder's
of Truchas Land and Lumber
Company, No. 6716, and also, that I
have compared the following copy of
the same, with the original thereof
now on file, and declare it to be a
correct transcript therefrom and of
the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mex
ico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
Capital, on this Ninth day of March,
A. D 1911.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary ot New Mexico.
By EDWIN F. COARD,
Assistant Secretary.
(SEAL) .......
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE
PRESENTS, That we, Levi A. Hughes,
W. B. Bailey, B. iP. Waggener W. P.
Waggener and Frank E. Harwi, who
hare associated ourselves together
for the purpose of forming a corpora
tion under the laws of the Territory
of New Mexico, to be known as the
as "hypocrisy," "robbery," "stealth,"
equivocation" and other choice and
expressive fragments of the English
language.
Whatever the outcome, the episode
has one big importance. Bryan insists
despite his record of defeats, that he
would try to make Champ Clark his
heir apparent for the next nomination.
Now that Clark is fighting him when
h thus attemnts to dictate to the
House there is no telling where tuat j
friendship will go. It might even drive
Bryan into the Woodrow Wilson camp.
After the Clark followers in the
House had read the Bryan editorial to
night, however, there was no need to
guess what their opinions of Bryan
were. Some of them accuse him of
forming an alliance with Tammany,
because he gave out his editorial
through Congressman Francis Burton
Harrison of New York.
Others put their views into fairly
diplomatic language, and scolded the
Nebraskan for attempting to inter-
fere with the first really harmpnious
House Democratic majority since the
'80s. '
There are some of the choice excep-
tions from Bryan's views of a duty on
wool:
"It is possible that some of the Dem-
ocrats believe in the principle of pro
tection. The larceny, the 'robbery un-
der the form of law,' embodied in the
protective system, is endorsed by
many good Republicans who have not
learned to apply to legislation the
rules they apply in every day life; and
some Democrats may have become pu-
pils in this school, especially those
who have among their constituents in-
fluential beneficiaries of the system.
But the Democratic voters have a right
to insist that the protectionist Demo-
crats shall be as honest as the protec-
tionist Republicans. V "
"The Republicans want protection
on wool because they believe in the
principle of protection; let no Demo-
crat advocate a tax on wool, masquer-
ade behind the pretense that he is
voting for a revenue tariff; let him not
add hypocrisy to the sin which he com-
mits against his party. ,
"If the Democratic party is to be
Aldrichized, let the change of policy
be made with audacity, at least. The
man who does wrong by stealth and
then tries to conceal it by equivoca-
tion, confesses his .consciousness of
guilt and cannot hope for a following.
"The Democratic Congress has
made a splendid record. Let us hope
it will not blot that record and impair
the party's chances in 1912 by a cow-
ardly surrender to the relatively insig-
nificant number of Democratic pro-
tectionists who clamor for a tariff on
wool in order to win the support of
those wool growers who go into pon-
tics as a matter of business.
"The Democratic voters," said Mr.
Bryan, "know that all needed revenue
can be raised in less oppressive ways
and they know the argument that the
tariff on wool is proposed as a revenue
tariff is merely a subterfuge employed
because those who employ - it are
ashamed to say that they favor pro-
tection."
Chairman Underwood of the ways
and means committee contented him
self with the declaration that, despite
Mr. Bryan's stand, the revised tariff
would go through the Democratic cau-
cus with a two-third- s majority..
Not long ago this pronunciamento
of Brvan'a wnnlH h..." - ' - M HBUHTe,
and his party would have obeyed like
whipped children, but What did It do
now? So far as It is represented by
the majority of the House it did the
very opposite. The Denver Post tells
the story thus:
In the aftermath of the
caucus ending at midnight, Democrat.
lc leaders today summed up the action
, 1
'' &I ' ,v 5
,f "1
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charsres. Onp ws nssaiiltiner the 1)0--
'Winsor McCay," "The Broken ary. When Schabbel boarded the carnight. liceman for which he was fined $50 andHearted Jim." Winsor and pointed a revolver at the motor- -
THE DAILY HOUND OP.Simcc.. costs or 60 days in jail. ' The otnerwas on the charge of assault and at-
tempt to kill for which he, was held
ber of leaders to slightly above yes-
terday's close. United States steel did
no.t share in the recovery. The reports
from Washington of the possible
prosecution of the United States steel
corporation were assigned as a reason
for the persistent heaviness in thiB is-
sue. The telephone and telegraph
'
. torn ue mttrte tn1'ture comics. At the Elks tonight, leg. scnaooei y-- V
the night of the attempted holdup he
l
..,! . sncni all his TTinfl- -X X X X X
X X X X 3 X X X X v for the action of the grand jury under
$500 bond.Don't misslt.Santa Fe, X. M., June 7. X
X The weather for New Mexico X
X is cloudy tonight with cooler ' X RAINY' WEATHER, BEARISH
;
CABLES HELP WHEAT,
, IAid Hie miuMvaicu, df".
More Bootleggers Arrested Robert ey ana-- was afraid to go home and face
Sturmberg and Pred Carstensen were ni3 father without his week's wages.
arrested at Roswell for bringing liquon - . ,. ,
into Roswell from Dexter. They were MR MARCH AND MISS
fined $10 and costs. A gun was found, SELIGMAN QUIETLY MARRIED
weather in central portion
V Thursday generally fair.
stocks, Erie and the Hill groups, made
the best showing and American cotton
oil gained I
Bonds were steady with large trans-- v
actions in , Atchison; and American
telephone convertibles. v
no. 4 Andrews "Cash" .
GROCERY and BAKERY
COFFEES"
First Class MRS. RORER'S Guaranteed
Money Back if Not Satisfactory 35 Cts. Per Pound
BARRINGTON HALL and WHITE HOUSE ALWAYS RIGHT
CUP QUALITY UNEXCELLED "
on Sturmberg and he was given jaw, - Vs : 5 :
Stock Market Still Under Influence
of Depression, But There Was a
a Rally This Noon. '
(By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago. June 7. Rainy weather
and costs. Mrs. Antonio Love was ar--; Bride (s Daughter of Mayor and Mrsand gardenD. M. Ferry's flower
rested for having; liquor on ner prem-- j seligman and very Popular t.
ises. 1 in Santa Fe. ' iseeds at
Goebels.
Cali the Capital City Dairy, phono
Black 188, when in need of milk and
cream. Surplus always on hand.
Elks Meet Tonight An important
meeting of Santa Fe lodge, B. P. O. E.,
and bearish cables gave wheat a down-
ward slant today. The only support
for the market was apparently coming
MARKETKEP0RT
7 WOOL MARKET. '
St. Louis, Mo., June 7. Wool un
Renting of Fireman's Hall At a; .
meeting of the fire board last night i A redding of unusual .interest took
it. was decided to rent the Fireman's pat.e jast evening when John W.
Hall at not less than $10 per night for Mar,.h surveyor general of New Mex- - from the cautious shorts who were
takine nrofits. Sellers had theiE atcharitable purposes and $12.50 for oth-- ; jc0 and MjS8 Richie Seligman, the changed-Territor- y and western me- - ;;
-- 4. I will be held this evening,
v Messaline all silk, 19 inches, soft and tention especially fixed on Kansas, th dimus 1721 fine mediums- - 17: 4 rainfall In that state was not proving
an easily marketable commodity also
ers. There was a spirited discussion daugnter 0f Mayor and Mrs. Artnur
over the matter jut Fire Chief Owen! Seliga,anj were married at the. bride's
made it plain that the firemen must; hcme nn East Paiace avenue.' -
charge for their hall if they wish to The Wdding ceremony was a quiet exerted a depressing effect. JulyPhone No. 4. F. Andrews Phone No.4. started, at 91 of topay off their indebtedness. j one as 8UCh was the desire ? both
The Temperature The range in brid'e an(j bridegroom. - The only Other
temperature yesterday was 52 to 79 j gong present were Mayor end, Mrs.
8l-- 2 and fell to 91. '
Bullish crop advices from Kansas
pliable in all colors, S7 cents per yard.
At Goebel's.
FOR SALE 15 head of saddle and
driving Jiorses. Some gentle ones. In-
quire at Morgan Livery Co. Bruce
Williams.
For Rent or Sale A good
tion. See change of advertisement of
I Santa Fe Abstract Realty and Insur--
ance Agency. ,
20; fine 1417. .
'COTTON.
New York, June 7. Cotton Spot
closed quiet. Middling uplands during
the morning trading showed that the
market still felt the effects of the de-
pression which set in at the beginning
of the week.. ;
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, June 7,. Cattle Re
and Nebraska helped to a late rally.
The close was strong with July at adegrees
and the average relative, nu--; seligman, their son Otis? fcengnjan.
16 peri cent. The tempera . . - i n,r r. cUrm-- aridmidity was anu -- i l . t i ui .uia, uaiuco wwB.- -
net gain of 2 5--8 cents.Selig--their daughter, Miss Beatriceture at 6 a. m. tqday was bo degrees.
Vesterdav was a.', uartly cloudy day 'Corn sagged In the absence of de
with enough warnith to remind one of j mand. July opened 8 to 4 off at
man. s" r j' .:''
The house looked very beautiful dec-
orated with masses of white peonies
Key Found in Plaza A Yale key
tied to a niece of cigar box, numbered summer and a bright moonngni nigm..
Turquoise, Laveliers,
1
Amethysts, Opals,
53 5-- 8 tq ,53 4 and kept jwithjn that
limit' ":' ' ' '
vita
ceipts 8,000. Market steady. Native
steers $5.25.!(5; southern steers
$4.255.70; southern cows and heifers
$2.756; stockers and. . feeders $4.25
5.35; bulls $3.755; calves $47.75;
andr other cut flowers. ; ; '
Closing prices were firm with JulyISKEY j Following ceremony Mr. and Mrs.BOY BLAMES
FOR A HOLD-UP- . March "stole ftay' in: the.auto oi mr. 7--8 cents.; Net higher. ,. - ' A
western steers $4.7o6.10; westernLiberal commission selling eased theand Mrs. Harry D. Moulton, who toou.
.i m mnm frnm the Santa oats market - July started 1-- 8 to 1--4Denver, Colo., Jne 7. Fred
20, was bound-ove- to the court by
7, was found in the ptaza this morning
by the park policeman. Owner can
get the. same at New Mexican office.
:H. E. Finney, the Chicago tun-
er, is here for a few days tuning the
pianos for the Loretto commencement.
He will leave for Las Vegas and' return
to Santa Fe on his regular trip
in about two weeks.
.Change of program at the Elks to- -
lucui ".v
Fe de'pot, and at special .request the, down at 36 3-- 8 to 36 36 S
JSgmdMU.' OVER TH E .WORLDS and dropped to 36Magistrate Thrush yesterday on ajtrain for amy stopped and allowed
charge of having attempted to hold up j the bridal couple , to continue their
cews $34'.7o. , '
Hogs Receipts 18,000. Market
steady. Bulk of sales, $5.956.10;
heavy $5.95 6.05; packers and butch-
ers $66.10; lights $66.10; .
"Sheep Receipts 10,000. Market
steady. Muttons $3.50 4.25; lambs
EXQUISITE DESIGNS a weiton streei oar crew at i : Provisions sWpwed
a- temJency to' de-
cline. First sales were five cents,
down to 2 2 up with, September 14.50'
for Doris. 8.30 for lard, and' $8J)0 for
journey per wain. iiu ucyi
enabled Mr. and Mrs. March to evadeT send and Gaylord streets last FebruIN manv showers of rice and other atWaltham is America svioneer watch. Here ami
abroad it is recognized as
..'ghest type of time-piec- e.
sz headquarters for the
'
ribs. ,tentions of fun makers, although it isGOLD AND SILVER
FILIGREE Headquarters For Active Close.New York, June 7. The markettheWe said many an auto was pressed intoservice to intercept them before they
reached, the train.
Mr aid Mrs:' March proceeded frpm.
$67.10; fed wethers and yearlings
$3.755; fed western ewes $33.75.
Chicago, June Receipts
17,(500. Market steady to shade higher.
Beeves $o.236.50; Texas sieers $4.50
5.80; western steers $4.75 5.65;
stockers and feeders $3.855.75; cows
1TK 4 closed active ; aidi strong. Thein prices hiob had been 8 fea-
ture of the dealings since the earyLamy on their honeymoon which will
decline culminated in a more nnismug
show of strength of the last hour land heifers $2.405.85; calves $5last a
month. They wu. go to Chica:
eo and make a tour of the great lakes1 UW1V1V
when the principal stocks rose subland will visit Washington, Philadei--a
Waltham WatcH
Bciore you make a watch purchase
let us tell you how and why you
wili get more for your money in a
Waltham. A full assortment of all
grades.
"It's Time You Otuned a Waltham."
S. SPITZ,
The Jeweler "
stantially on active dealings. Cover-
ings by room shorts gave a consider-
able impetus to the final movement.
We have jusfreceived a larfe sifement of fishing tackle which .s the largest and ZZ2&suit rntnnlaia line' ill 3 tlflC PVPf httti StlOWII id Sailta FC mhi18 thA hnniP of the home of the
7.85.
Hogs Receipts 3,000. Market
weak. Light $5.856.20; mixed $5.80
6.20; heavy $5.6o6.15; rough $5.65
5.80; good to choice heavy $5.80
6.15; pigs 5.556.10; bulk of sales
uiuai kuuiiifciw iiiiv - " -
FINE ASSORTMENT OF bridegroom,, before returning here.Mrs. March, nee Mini Seligman, was
one of the most popular girls in Santa
The volumne of trading which has
been dwindling steadily for several
days, was still smaller today an4 there
were few price movements of signifi-
cance. .
A slight decline early in the day was
succeeded by a rally shortly before
FLIES RODS Fe society, as was attested by the
$6 6.10
Sheep Receipts 20,000. Market
steady. Native $34.55; western 3.25
4.65; yearlings $4355.40; Iambs,
native $4.256.90; western $4.25
"7.20.
many teas and affairs given in her
honor before the wedding. v
Mr. March is the nephew of Ife S.STEEL- Ppdkfishing rZwR0DS noon which lifted quotations of a numSenator J. B. Foraker and h njWOOD-DAV- IS
Hardware Company
CREELS
SNELL HOOKS
LINES LEADERS
BAIT BOXES
I ANniNO NHTS
live or six years in ine lerruoijii
where he has a host of friends.
Upon their return to Santa Fe Mr.
and Mrs. March will reside in the
Episcopal rectory on East Palace ave-
nue, which they have rented for some
SERGE SUITS
SPECIAL AT' $12.50
MEN'S BLUE
REGULAR PRICE $18.00
- Amonths. ?
TT
Distributors of
TheWalger
New Model
THE BEST AWNING
STRUCK POLICEMAN; "
IS HEAVILY FINED.And everything necessary for Fishing. Come in and and let the man who knows
help you pick out your tackle for the big "FISHING TRIP." p.
SANTA FE HARDWARE
Horatio Ortega, who it appeals was
disturbing the peace Saturday night
and when reprimanded by Policeman
Jose Cienfueeos. grabbed his club 'andv. EVER PUT UP .
J pounded the officer in the face, was be--
fore Justice Garcia yesterday oh twoSUPPLY CO.
TOREB I QTHE
o oSaleMen's Elfif Shirt
For One Week Only Commencing Tuesday, May 30
it
.v
Pleated or Maim Bossoms
.t a.
Coat style, cuffs; attached or
separated. ' Every ize and sleeve
length that's made. Every shirt
an example of splendid shirt
making. Moderate priced shirts
or shirt luxury, as you prefer.
$1.25 4nd $1.50
Cannot be obtained elsewhere for
less than $1 .75 & $2.00 and our
guarantee goes with every shirt
sold. There will be no better
time than right now to select
Shirts By Makers That Best Know How
Our summer shirt display is
the finest shirt spread we have
'!?: i :?' -
.::.
ever had the pleasure of offering
our trade. Youll never wear
better shirts than we are now
showing and at a low price.
The shirtings are very hand-som- e,
while the fit, making and
quality of material form a com-
bination of shirt perfection.
M V
your summer shirt.
'
4.
